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Foreword by Linda Knutsen
I would like to congratulate all those who submitted an essay outlining their vision
of future threats and opportunities. The high calibre of these thought-provoking
entries gave us new perspectives and a unique insight into what may be important
to the next generation of budding scientists. The ability to prepare for a variety of
alternate futures is at the heart of everything we do and is vital in keeping our
armed forces, and the public, safe. These essays showed a huge amount of
interest and enthusiasm about science and technology and highlighted the
importance of diversity of thought. It is heartening to imagine some of these young
writers may one day be working alongside our world-class people creating the
innovations of tomorrow.

Linda Knutsen
Division Head, Exploration
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Introduction and winners
The Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) launched a quest to
uncover visions of the future from the brightest student minds in the UK.
Entrants answered the question: what do you believe to be the future threats or
opportunities facing UK defence and security over the next 25 years?
The competition was open to undergraduate and postgraduate students based at
UK academic institutions. This publication contains the top ten essays, alongside
an honorary winner from Thornhill Community Academy.

Winner: Thomas Bradbury
Joint Second: Kirsty Goodman
Joint Second: Richard Brown
Third: Laurence Legon
Joint Fourth: Valerie Buckland
Joint Fourth: Neil Ashdown
Fifth: Edward Holland
Sixth: Fearghal Hughes
Seventh: Jack Suitor
Eighth: Nick Johnson
Honorary Winner: Khadijah Akuji
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Essay Title: The Arctic Paradigm Shift: Value and Security from the United
Kingdom’s Perspective
Author: Thomas Bradbury
Institute: University of Exeter

Abstract
This paper analyses how the Arctic will undergo extensive change within the next 25 years
through an enormous paradigm shift driven by climate change, and how this will elevate the
region’s strategic value to the United Kingdom. Analysing numerous academic sources, I
determine that the Arctic will present valuable opportunities to the UK in terms of economic gain
and soft power potential. However, this study also recognises the geo-political problems that
could arise as the ice caps melt. Russia, as the regional hegemon, is likely to exert its authority
and become a disruptive influence towards Britain and its allies. In addition, relevant multilateral
institutions may come under strain as unprecedented security concerns emerge. Overall, I
advocate for a balanced approach that supports British industry, science and innovation in the
Arctic while exercising foresight on new conflicts that could pose a threat to British interests.
Introduction
The Arctic has long been misunderstood and neglected by British policymakers. As the highest
and coldest region on the planet, the perception of the Arctic’s strategic value has been
diminished somewhat by the realities of harsh climate conditions and little economic feasibility.
In addition, the United Kingdom has no realistic stake to claim for Arctic territory. As an
Observer State for the Arctic Council, the UK is currently limited to soft-power foreign policy
goals that aim to ‘maintain the Arctic as a peaceful and stable region’1. Yet, climate trends will
lead to a radically altered Arctic in the next 25 years as ice caps melt and trade routes emerge.
With the UK’s geographic and political proximity to the major stakeholders, the nation could
benefit hugely from new economic opportunities that emerge. However, the Arctic is also likely
to become an arena of conflict that poses tough security problems. Russia possesses a
capabilities advantage over other states as the Arctic hegemon, and existing institutions
currently lack the security enforcement that will be required in the future to foster stability. This
study will highlight how the UK can maximise value and minimise security threats in the
inevitable paradigm shift.
Climate Modelling
Predictions concerning the Arctic’s future are derived from several academic studies that have
analysed different climate outcomes. With numerous variables impacting how much ice melts in
the Arctic in the coming decades, Melia, Haines & Hawkins used ‘multiple climate-model
simulations’2 to determine the impact of both a ‘low-emission scenario in line with the UN Paris
climate deal’ and a ‘business as usual scenario where global greenhouse gas concentrations
increase unabated’3. This study concludes that the models ‘unanimously project that Arctic sea
ice will continue in long-term decline beyond the middle of the century, regardless of the most
1

HM Government, “Beyond the Ice: UK policy towards the Arctic”, Polar Regions Department, Foreign & Commonwealth
Office, 2018, p.7
2
Dr Nathanael Melia, Professor Keith Haines & Dr Ed Hawkins, “Future of the Sea: Implications from Opening Arctic Sea
Routes”, Government Office for Science, July 2017, p.7
3
Ibid, p.7
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optimistic mitigation strategies’4. Akensov et al. cross-referenced several differing climate and
geographic models to predict the future viability of ships utilising Arctic trade routes. Their study
‘suggests that unescorted navigation in the high Arctic in summer may be as possible as the
early 2030s-2040s and is probable after the 2050s’5. Hansen et al. utilised quantitative and
statistical modelling to find that the Northern Sea Route could become economically viable ‘as
soon as 2040’6 due to the current rate of ice melting. The timeframes posited by each study
indicate that it is a matter of when, not if, the Arctic ice caps melt. Thus, there is a high
probability that the Arctic becomes more accessible and strategically relevant within the next 25
years even in an optimistic scenario of limiting global greenhouse emissions. The UK needs to
be prepared for this and adapt quickly to new Arctic trends that present significant opportunities
and threats.
Business Potential
The United Kingdom is internationally recognised as a leader in finance and maritime industries
which makes it well placed to procure additional business as firms become attracted to a more
favourable Arctic climate. Maritime UK argues that the country has an ‘unparalleled tradition of
excellence in legal, arbitration, insurance, P&I, shipbroking and finance’7. In addition, ‘London is
home to the leading source of market information on the trading and settlement of physical and
financial shipping derivatives in the Baltic Exchange’8 – placing the UK as a market leader for
regulation and seafaring reputation. In conjunction, the state heavily relies upon accessible sea
routes for its own trade, with ‘approximately 96 per cent of the volume of all UK import/export
trade entering the UK through its ports’9. Currently, maritime business services ‘contribute
£4.4bn to the UK economy’10 with the country also constituting a ‘35% share of global marine
insurance premiums’11. Despite having no claim to the Arctic’s natural resources, the country’s
expertise will become even more valuable as commercial shipping increases in the next 25
years.
This prospect is enhanced by studies that have found the Northern Sea trade route between
Europe and East Asia to be ‘43% shorter than the routes around the Cape of Good Hope… and
25% shorter than routes via Suez Canal’12. With these cost savings to procure and pressure
lifted on other bottleneck junctions, the increased value of Arctic routes will produce a symbiotic
demand for financial services and risk. Currently, the NSR is said to be ‘an unstable and
vulnerable shipping environment’13 due to an unpredictability of ice patterns, expensive
problems with insurance and the shipping season typically lasting just 5 months. Yet,
considering that most climate models indicate that these cost-raising factors will be reduced with
future Arctic warming, it can be assumed that more firms will incorporate the Arctic into business
4

Ibid, p.10
Yevgeny Aksenov et al., “On the future navigability of Arctic sea routes: High-resolution projections of the Arctic Ocean and
sea ice”, Marine Policy Journal, Elsevier, 4th February 2016, p.312
6
Carsten Ørts Hansen et al., “Arctic Shipping: Commercial Opportunities and Challenges”, Copenhagen Business School
Maritime, 2016, p. 55
7
Maritime UK, “Maritime Business Services”, accessed 9th May 2021, https://www.maritimeuk.org/about/oursector/maritime-business-services/
8
Ibid
9
Melia, Haines & Hawkins, “Future of the Sea”, p.19
10
PwC, “The UK’s Global Maritime Professional Services: Contribution and Trends”, London: The City of London Corporation,
April 2016, p.7
11
Ibid, p.7
12
Aksenov et al., “On the future navigability of Arctic sea routes”, p.301
13
Yiru Zhang, Qiang Meng & Liye Zhang, “Is the Northern Sea Route attractive to shipping companies? Some insights from
recent ship traffic data”, Marine Policy Journal, Elsevier, 6th August 2016, p.59
5
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strategies. In fact, a joint study by the UK, Canada and Norway determined that there is already
palpable interest from private firms to invest in the region, but they ‘do not necessarily have the
resources to do so’14. The UK is uniquely placed to provide these resources and must be
opportunistic in doing so when the paradigm shifts.
Importance of Soft Influence
By respecting the ‘sovereign justification of the eight Arctic states’15 but still being impacted by
future Arctic developments, the United Kingdom needs to build its soft influence to protect its
interests in trade, security and science. At present, it has successfully choreographed an active
and collaborative role in the Arctic that must be cultivated further. Predominantly, this strategy
has been driven by the UK’s world class research and innovation to help solve emerging Arctic
problems – which should continue in the coming decades. With the region likely to radically
change environmentally, there is huge potential for ‘research, technology and innovation’ 16 as
new issues emerge. A recent £200m investment in building the RRS David Attenborough - a
ship that can facilitate scientific studies in extremely harsh conditions - signals the country’s
ambition in securing ‘the future of the UK as a world leader in polar research’17. Ideally, this
translates into the UK holding influence as an Arctic leader in science and climate as the value
of the region increases. It should be noted that currently just 3 Arctic states ‘produce more Arctic
science papers than the UK’18, reflecting a presence matched only by the USA, Canada and
Russia. In fact, the UK Science & Innovation Network, in ‘promoting collaboration between
Arctic States and British researchers’19, has increased the ‘number of Arctic-related projects
from just one to five’20 with Russia. This diplomatic channel could be a vital tool for stability as
relations the West and Russia potentially deteriorate further.
The United Kingdom should also continue to actively participate in various Arctic multilateral
institutions. For example, it sends representatives to numerous bodies like the Arctic Frontiers
and Arctic Circle Assembly where key experts and stakeholders discuss findings and trends.
Scotland and Northern Ireland also form part of the ‘Northern Periphery and Arctic
Programme’21 that aims to exploit ‘unique growth opportunities’22 in the North and Arctic. Both
regions are well placed to help meet increased volumes of transit, with Stornoway Port in
Scotland recently envisaging that ‘in 20 years ships travelling between Asia and Europe could
be refuelling in Stornoway’23. Clearly, the paradigm shift in the Arctic can produce clear soft
power benefits that the United Kingdom should maximise to protect its interests in the region.
Russia’s Hegemony
The greatest future threat posed to British security in the Arctic undoubtedly stems from Russia,
the dominant influence on the region. With the largest geographical landmass in the region, the
Arctic constitutes a staggering ‘70-80% of its national territory’24. This presence has long
encouraged Russian governments to maximise the importance of its Arctic strategy as other
14

Wilton Park, “The Arctic in 2045: A Long-Term Vision”, Foreign & Commonwealth Office, Jan 2016, p.7
HM Government, “Beyond the Ice: UK policy towards the Arctic”, p.7
16
Ibid, p.8
17
Melia, Haines & Hawkins, “Future of the Sea”, p.18
18
HM Government, “Beyond the Ice: UK policy towards the Arctic”, p.10
19
Ibid, p.12
20
Ibid, p.12
21
Ibid, p.9
22
Ibid, p.9
23
BBC Report, “Stornoway Port Authority in Arctic hub plan”, 31st July 2013, [accessed 10th May 2021],
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-highlands-islands-23515405
24
Wilton Park, “The Arctic in 2045: A Long-Term Vision”, p.6
15
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states neglect the region, leading to an enormous capabilities advantage. In having the ‘largest
fleet of icebreakers in the world with 32 in total’25 and recently ‘re-commissioning Arctic Cold
War bases’26, the Russian state will be able to monitor and disrupt trade passing through the
Arctic - potentially disrupting British endeavours and influencing Arctic trade routes for geopolitical gain. This hard power is also reflected with a build-up of military presence, training drills
Russian transit fees for shipping that uses the Northern Sea Route. As such, Russia will likely
further consolidate its dominant position as the Arctic draws more attention. In addition, Russia
has a clear ambition to secure Arctic natural resources which could draw it into conflicts. With its
economy dangerously dependent on the price of crude oil and other commodities, the inherent
instability and trade deficit that ‘exceeds $233 billion’27 is a compelling motivation for Russia to
secure more resources to ‘offset the declining production from its ageing fields’28. A recent
NATO report found that ‘up to 95% of Russian gas reserves and 60% of Russian oil reserves’ 29
could lie within Russia’s Arctic zone – indicating that the state will use the Arctic to guarantee its
economic and energy security in the coming decades.
In addition, the nature of Russia’s leadership makes it a volatile adversary that could weaponise
the Arctic as an additional way to challenge the UK and its Western allies in the future. As a
Commons Committee report recently noted, the ‘centralised decision-making allows the Russian
government to carry out decisions at speed’30 to great success in undermining the slower
democratic processes of the West. In addition, the report notes that ‘Russia considers the UK
one of its top Western intelligence targets’31. As a prominent ally of NATO and several Arctic
states, the United Kingdom is thus likely to face geopolitical challenges as Russia seeks to exert
its hegemonic position in the region. Territory disputes with Canada and Norway have already
surfaced but to little resolution. Also to note is that regional volatility could create serious
problems for UK trade – a likely scenario when half of the eight Arctic Council states are ‘top 20
trading partners for the UK’32. In addition, ‘Norway supplies 30% of the UK’s total energy’ 33.
Therefore, the UK should seek to ‘capitalise on its strengthened international relationships’ 34
and ensure that a combination of alliances and deterrents ensure the future stability of the
region. The reality is that there will be increased Arctic activity even under the most optimistic
climate models, which inevitably ‘provide potential for heightened tension’ 35. As such, the UK
must display foresight in its dealings with Russia in the region.
Structural Weaknesses in Arctic Institutions
The Arctic paradigm shift also poses an existential problem to current Arctic institutions, many of
which the UK participates in. The Arctic Council, as the most important institution, ultimately
lacks the power to enforce sanctions and protect regional security. With a combination of
25

Tim Marshall, “Prisoners of Geography”, (London: Elliot and Thompson Limited, 2016), p.279
Melia, Haines & Hawkins, “Future of the Sea”, p.21
27
Thomas Brodzicki, “Resource curse and the potential impact of COVID-19: the case of Russia”, IHS Markit, 17th March 2020,
accessed 10th May 2021, https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/resource-curse-and-potential-impact-of-covid19russia.html
28
NATO Parliamentary Assembly, “NATO and Security in the Arctic”, Sub-Committee on Transatlantic Relations, 7th October
2017, p.6
29
Ibid, p.6
30
Commons Report, “Russia”, Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament, printed 21st July 2020, p.29
31
Ibid, p.1
32
Melia, Haines & Hawkins, “Future of the Sea”, p.18
33
Ibid, p.18
34
HM Government, “Government Response to the Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament Report ‘Russia’”, CP
275, July 2020, p.7
35
HM Government, “Beyond the Ice: UK policy towards the Arctic”, p.21
26
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permanent members and invitational observers, consensus on security was not reached when it
was established in 1996. Instead, the flexible body acts as a ‘knowledge-building institution for
publishing results and recommendations’36. These recommendations can easily be ignored, and
a recent NATO report noted that these structural weaknesses ‘may prove to be insufficient to
regulate interstate relations in the face of renewed international interest in the region’37. This
concern also applies to other institutions like the Arctic Economic Council and the Arctic Circle
Assembly, which both act more as forums for discussion than for any enforceable security
policy. These weaknesses could elevate the role of NATO in the Arctic in the next 25 years, with
five permanent members of the Arctic Council in membership. Indeed, a joint Report by the UK,
Canada and Norway re-affirmed a belief in NATO’s Article 5 to protect the region, guaranteeing
support ‘if a member state is faced with military threat’38. Therefore, the survival of NATO will be
fundamental to future Arctic stability. With no other country having ‘such a heavy presence in
the region or is as well prepared to tackle the severity of the conditions’ 39, Russia will be well
positioned to target institutional vulnerabilities to maximise its Arctic gains as the paradigm
shifts. In doing so, it could also defy current conventions such as UNCLOS. The UK must play a
leading institutional role in stopping an over-exertion and offer resolute support to its Arctic
neighbours, supporting NATO where applicable.
Conclusions
The Arctic will transcend current assumptions surrounding its strategic value to become an
important area of influence for the United Kingdom in the next 25 years. The inevitability of
climate change, re-affirmed by numerous models and quantitative studies, essentially
guarantees that the Arctic’s commercial and geo-political value will grow as the ice melts. The
UK will stand to gain a lot through its financial and services expertise in the maritime industry
and its proximity to Arctic routes. In addition, the UK can procure future soft power gains in the
region as a world leader in Arctic science and innovation. However, the paradigm shift will grant
Russia enormous influence as the clear hegemon in the Arctic. This could have dangerous
consequences for British security with a potentially negative impact on trade and regional
stability. The rapidly changing environment will also put strain on Arctic institutions, likely
elevating the role of NATO as a security mediator in the region. Nonetheless, the UK is well
placed to benefit from developments, but requires a balanced approach to maximise the
opportunities and minimise security concerns.
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Essay Title: The Perils and Promise of Blockchain-Enabled Self-Sovereign
Identity
Author: Kirsty Goodman
Institute: University College London

Abstract
The global pandemic has sped up the adoption of many emerging technologies. The
convergence of some of these emerging technologies could radically alter fundamental societal
processes. One example is the concept of ‘self-sovereign identity’ and parallel developments
with blockchain technology. Self-sovereign identity is a proposed alternative to current identity
administration. Its supporters call for individuals to have full control and ownership—or
‘sovereignty’—of their own identity, versus the typically centralised, separate entity that
traditionally controls a person’s identity. The concept has gained recent momentum due to
progress made within the blockchain ecosystem that enables the implementation of selfsovereign identity beyond aspiration, and the increasing adoption of the technology acts as an
early indicator of the concept’s feasibility. Proponents say that it offers more security, efficiency,
and economic potential. However, peaks in crime have often followed technological innovations
that lacked sufficient consideration of the repercussions, and history provides many cautionary
tales of mass atrocities committed after nefarious use of identity related data. This essay seeks
to provide an introduction to the concept of self-sovereign identity and an overview of likely
perils and promise. It is hoped that with considerable forethought, the negative potential of selfsovereign identity can be mitigated, paving the way for policymakers to focus on realising the
positive potential of self-sovereignty instead.
Introduction to Self-Sovereign Identity
Self-sovereign identity (SSI) is an ideological aspiration for a reformed identity management
system (Giannopoulou and Wang 2020; Allen 2016). It strives to give the individual ownership
and control over their own identity. This contrasts with current identity management where
identity credentials are administered by a separate entity. Although the concept of identity is
multi-faceted, traditionally an individual’s ability to participate in society in various domains has
depended upon formal administration of their identity (Ibid; Trulioo 2019). This takes place at
multiple levels, from government institutions issuing formal proof of identification to social media
companies controlling access to users’ accounts. Currently, identity can be thought of as
physically—and now digitally—fragmented, (Allen 2016; Milanovic 2017), and consequently
wrought with security vulnerabilities. With identity ownership and control placed in the hands of
a third-party institution, individuals are at risk of disenfranchisement and vulnerable to
exploitation. Replacing current identity management models with one founded on principles of
SSI is proclaimed to be more secure, (Andrade-Walz 2020) and could help expand societal
participation to the estimated 1 billion today that lack formal identification (Desai, Diofasi, and Lu
2018).
The concept is gaining momentum with the parallel development of the blockchain ecosystem
because the technology underpinning blockchain increases the feasibility of SSI. In 2019, Tobin
explained how blockchain can enable the combination of three key SSI elements: i) “a secure
connection” operating without a third-party provider ii) “digital data watermarking” for verifiability
and iii) “a trusted, tamper-proof public key directory” (Tobin 2019). As the blockchain ecosystem
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becomes institutionally embedded, there is hope that the ideological principles of SSI may come
to fruition.
Perils
There is an assumption that blockchain-enabled SSI is tamper-proof because of its use of
cryptographically secure decentralised identifiers. This high level of confidence in the
technology could blind people to exploitable vulnerabilities in the future as the technology
develops. There has been concern expressed over advances in quantum computing, for
instance (Barmes and Bosch n.d.; Banafa 2019).
Additionally, digital technology requires a physical infrastructure (Walch 2019). This physical
infrastructure remains vulnerable to socio-economic and geopolitical factors; for example,
Denial of Service cyberattacks, state-sponsored takedowns, or energy output required for this
transition. Additionally, a device can be protected with the most advanced cybersecurity
available and still be breached by the human component of its defence (Fruhlinger 2019). Social
engineering attacks will likely evolve, with criminals of the future finding new ways to exploit an
individual’s identity data for their own gain. Currently, there is the rising adoption of blockchain
wallets for trading cryptocurrencies; however, ownership of this wallet is tied to a long seed
phrase, and responsibility for protecting this seed phrase lies with the individual. It is an
opportunity cost of removing the centralised intermediary institution that administers an
individual’s data. If an individual stores the seed phrase on their computer, however, and an
offender finds access to that phrase, the offender would gain access and control over that
person's wallet (Wang and De Filippi 2020). As blockchain technology use cases expand past
crypto wallets and include more use cases centred on credential verification, more consideration
would have to be given to the human dimension of keeping accounts secure. In its current form,
this method of security is inaccessible to many and would leave those not as technically versed
more vulnerable to social engineering exploitations.
From a societal perspective this could exacerbate systemic inequalities based on a digital
divide. For example, this potential inaccessibility to the average user may spark a new securityas-a-service industry, such as providing account key protection; similar to the development of
password managers as the complexity of passwords adapted in line with the average hacker’s
technical skills. However, it could widen the security gap between the rich and poor, whereby
those with resources have access to more sophisticated protection. Outsourcing the security of
seed phrases would also recreate a focal point of attack for cybercriminals—ironically replacing
the intermediary that SSI aims to remove (Tobin 2019).
There are also implications from the new forms of identity commodification that blockchainenabled SSI would allow. For example, blockchain technology has been heralded as an
arbitrage between tangible and intangible assets with supporters claiming the technology would
enable a marketplace for ideas and values (Taeed 2020). In combination with digitalised SSI, it
could result in the extension of existing data commodification trends, potentially exacerbating
current systemic inequalities. For example, in a system that enables the record keeping of
previously intangible part identity, financial incentives for selling identity related data could result
in a class system where the rich enjoy greater privacy and a continued ‘right to be forgotten’
(Wolford 2018), versus a poorer class subjected to greater surveillance and greater punishment
for past indiscretions. Proponents say that decentralisation of the internet will correct the pitfalls
of the web in its current form (Masnick 2019), which has contributed to polarisation and tribalism
in online communities (Robb 2020). However, if the term ‘cancel culture’ were to take on a new
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economic dimension40, individuals could be pressured to conform to market driven norms, and
divisions could widen—particularly as some groups in society may be penalised more than other
groups for the same behaviours and/or opinions41.
Additionally, although decentralised identifiers are cryptographically secure there is a risk of
identity-related crimes and assaults posed by the transition of identity to its digital form should
this data ever be compromised. This is particularly concerning when considering contemporary
online community polarisation and reinforcing tribalism of the digital age, which could contribute
to a digital “clash of civilizations” forecast at the end of the Cold War (Huntington 1993).
Furthermore, the convergence of blockchain-enabled SSI with the rise of biometric technology
for identity proof, could lead to a rise in biometric related assaults and identity theft involved with
biometric data (Wang and De Filippi 2020). Finally, as personal identity becomes entwined
within the digital domain, this may result in new forms of harassment and exploitation in
personal relationships (Godin 2020). If a person’s autonomy is compromised for example, then
a shift to SSI may enable leverage of an individual’s digital identity as a means of coercive
control.
Promise
Nevertheless, with considerable forethought and strategic management of the risks presented,
blockchain-enabled SSI shows promise. For example, as quantum computing advances, the
security arms race has progressed with it, and new defenses against quantum attacks have
been developed (Banafa 2019; Quantum Xchange 2018). Regarding individual security,
proponents claim that blockchainenabled SSI would be more secure because it would shift to
zero-knowledge proofs of identity (Andrade-Walz 2020). For example, any time you need to
provide proof of age you must display identification that contains other sensitive identity
credentials additional to your date of birth. This comes with a risk of identity theft. With zeroknowledge proof on the other hand, the technology interacts allowing the verification of the
required information—for example, proof of age only—without the need for any data being read
by humans (Civic 2018); reducing the risk of identity theft. The principle of minimisation in
cybersecurity could serve as a further securitisation pressure driving the move to this
technology in response to the recent cybercrime expansion (Jackson, Russell, and Sons 2017,
chap. 4; BBC News 2021).
Blockchain-enabled SSI could also be economically beneficial. There is a significant cost of
current identity management. As well as the time, labour and resources involved, society’s
potential to flourish can be hindered by what has been referred to as the economic cost of ‘trust’
(Kernel n.d.; Shea 2021). Blockchain technology on the other hand has trust built into the
technology (Centre of International Governance Innovation 2018). Additionally, the bureaucracy
of traditional forms of identity contributes to the exclusion of 1.7 billion people from accessing
financial services (Lichtfous, Yadav, and Fratino 2018). Deloitte have estimated a $200 billion
market opportunity from the financial inclusion of the “unbanked and underbanked”. The UN
World Food Programme, and UN Women’s successful adoption of blockchain technology to
improve aid delivery, has also shown the potential promise of blockchain-enabled SSI by
demonstrating the technology’s efficiency and cost reduction (Juskalian 2018; Thylin and Duarte
2019). Increasing State adoption is another indicator, for example Estonia, Finland, Thailand
40

1 Many social platforms being developed in the decentralised Web 3.0 infrastructure have a financial component,
rewarding users for engagement; for example, BitClout has introduced an interesting dynamic through the combination of
social media and tokenomics with users able to buy shares of themselves as well as other users they foresee being popular
and thereby a lucrative ‘investment’ (BitClout n.d.).
41
For example, Citron discusses the unequal punishment experienced by women compared to men when it comes to the
weaponisation of deep fakes (2020).
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and Singapore have already made headway with digital identity systems (Lim and Tay 2021).
Furthermore, if blockchain technology successfully enables a marketplace of ideas and values
through the arbitrage of tangible and intangible assets as proposed by Taeed (2020), there is
potential for a vast untapped market when combined with SSI—perhaps akin to the economic
growth that accompanied the invention of the company or loans.
In the long term, this could give rise to a geopolitical paradigm shift akin to the creation of the
modern sovereign state with the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. As the individual has autonomy
over their identity and holds a diversified collection of credentials constituting their identity,
geographic borders may no longer be as important in defining where an individual belongs.
Estonia offers eresidency for example for digital entrepreneurs attracted to the EU (Republic of
Estonia n.d.). With the incorporation of SSI, hypothetically an individual could opt into a
community they would like to be associated with based on shared ideals and values versus
traditional geographic boundaries.
Drawing upon Sampson et al.’s “typology of super controllers” in crime prevention (Sampson,
Eck, and Dunham 2010), there are also proactive measures that may mitigate the negative
impacts mentioned in the previous section, such as exerting regulatory pressure on the
implementation of these identity systems to adhere to certain standards. For example, the UK
Government’s recently established Regulatory Horizons Council (Regulatory Horizons Council
(RHC) 2020) in collaboration with civil society watch groups will be instrumental in informing the
appropriate policy reform. To incentivise compliance, the government can introduce
compensation to businesses that invest in new technical infrastructure while ensuring it meets
minimum requirements. International organisations may have a role in ensuring open source
and interoperable standards to maintain global collaborative security efforts. This could involve
the creation of new global consortiums who issue guidance on best practices for SSI, such as
the normative impact of the UN’s Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights(UN Office
of the High Commissioner 2011). There are a few SSI alliances already attempting this
(Decentralized Identity Foundation n.d.; ID2020 n.d.; Sovrin n.d.) that could act as super
controllers and prevent crime by guiding SSI’s implementation.
Regarding potential abuse of the technology, checks and balances will need to be established
to prevent sanctioned misuse. The speed at which new forms of identity related crime emerge
will require legislative reforms to be flexible while maintaining a punitive deterrent42. In a security
conscious market however, the private sector may end up policing itself, for example via the
market penalties incurred by companies that suffer security breaches, analogous to societal
pressures driving corporate social responsibility initiatives today. If governments can implement
measures that facilitate the above types of multi-stakeholder collaboration and holistic
considerations, the transition to SSI may be a fruitful one.
Conclusion
After recent technological progress, self-sovereign identity (SSI) is on the horizon. Politically,
states may be attracted to its bureaucratic efficiency and governance capabilities. Economically,
it could create a vast untapped wealth and has the potential to counter the traditional cost of
‘trust’. Socially, there is significant momentum due to its ideological appeal. Importantly, it shows
convergence promise with other emerging technologies. This includes opportunities when
combined within the blockchain ecosystem, and securitisation pressures, such as the necessity
of the principle of minimisation in cybersecurity amidst a technologically driven cybercrime
expansion. However, the potential of SSI is countered by the weight of its inhibitory pressures.
42

From a rational choice perspective, effective legislation would likely alter an offender’s cost-benefit calculations thereby
discouraging them from committing the crime in question (Cornish and Clarke 2017).
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Historical precedents of large-scale atrocities committed after identity related data was placed in
the wrong hands are deeply concerning (Allen 2020). There would need to be checks and
balances to prevent these kinds of atrocities from happening again. Additionally, it is reasonable
to be cautious regarding the security concerns of such a nascent technology. Great care must
be taken to avoid unintended consequences, such as the exacerbation of existing systemic
inequalities and the creation of new ones. Nevertheless, with strategic forethought and a
‘prevention through design’ mindset (Ekblom 2017), governments may also reap rewards from
self-sovereign identity.
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Abstract
The popularity of Wearable and Implantable Medical Devices (WIMDs) has risen dramatically in
recent years and this technology is expected to be integrated into expanding medical networks
in the years ahead. Data collection via networks of WIMDs promises to revolutionise healthcare
by providing timely and effective diagnosis and delivery of care. The combination of big data
practices with this emerging technology may provide vital insights into disease patterns and help
to generate innovative health solutions. Despite boasting an array of potential benefits, the
increased prevalence of WIMDs poses a threat to patient safety and national security. WIMDs
may be hacked by malicious actors to administer fatal individual attacks or to overwhelm and
disrupt critical infrastructure. The present and future national security risks associated with the
emergence of WIMDs are likely to be underestimated. This is due to the unique vulnerability of
this technology combined with the recent tendency to focus on data privacy issues when
considering the potential impact of cybersecurity breaches. Greater attention should be given to
the direct threat to life that hacks to WIMDs could cause, as well as the possibility for
coordinated attempts to disrupt large medical networks. Future research should investigate the
psychological and behavioural effects of interfering with WIMDs in order to mitigate the future
risks of mass panic and societal disruption.
Introduction
The use of Wearable and Implantable Medical Devices (WIMDs) has exploded over the past
decade and is expected to play an integral role in the delivery of healthcare in the forthcoming
years. The ability to harness vast amounts of data from these devices could help to generate
health solutions for a variety of long-term conditions, as well as to optimise the delivery of care. I
will discuss the risks and security concerns associated with the increasing prevalence of WIMDs
by considering the threat, vulnerability and potential impact of future attacks on these devices.
The UK National Risk Register acknowledges the ability of cyberattacks to cripple essential
networks such as the NHS (Cabinet Office, 2020). However, I will argue that the national
security risks associated with the emergence of WIMDs are likely to be underestimated. This is
due to the unique vulnerability of WIMDs and the tendency to focus on data privacy issues when
considering the potential impact of security breaches. I will argue that greater attention should
be given to the potential for direct attacks on individual safety, as well as the possibility for
coordinated attempts to overwhelm and disrupt medical networks. I will also highlight the
importance of considering the psychological and behavioural effects of interfering with WIMDs,
and why this may threaten national security.
Wearable and Implantable Medical Devices (WIMDs): emergence, prevalence and future
benefits
Wearable and implantable medical devices (WIMDs) represent a growing range of technology
used for monitoring health and assisting in diagnosis and treatment. The latest generations of
commercially available health trackers and smartwatches can be used to generate an array of
health analytics by monitoring heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen, glucose levels, and
respiratory irregularities (Liao et al., 2019). Implantable devices can also serve an active
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function in maintaining health by automatically administering treatment. For example, insulin
pumps, pacemakers and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) have long been used to
manage long-term health conditions. WIMDs serve an important function as nodes in an
expanding medical network by connecting patients and healthcare services through the Internet
of Things (Jiang and Shi, 2021). This provides continuous data acquisition and the possibility for
real-time information processing to administer timely diagnosis and treatment (Liao et al., 2019).
The increasing ubiquity of technology in recent years has led to a significant rise in the
prevalence of WIMDs (Stiglbauer et al., 2019). This is expected to continue as commercial
giants such as Apple, Google, Nike and Garmin look to generate innovative WIMDs in response
to growing market demand (Casselman et al., 2017). The rise of WIMDs has thus been dubbed
the dawn of a medical revolution (Dunn et al., 2018). Large healthcare institutions are predicted
to initiate large rollouts of WIMDs in coming years as part of preventative care strategies (DinhLe et al., 2019). The use of WIMDs is expected to transform healthcare in the decades to come
by enabling remote, continuous and longitudinal monitoring to provide automated health event
prediction, prevention and intervention (Dunn et al., 2018). The next generation of WIMDs offer
an exciting range of potential features such as the ability to detect cancer-related biomarkers
(Yang et al., 2018) and recognise symptoms of infectious diseases such as COVID-19 (Ates et
al., 2021).
The benefits to public health of using WIMDs include helping to identify long-term patterns of
disease that would ordinarily be blurred by the daily fluctuation of symptoms (Austin et al.,
2020). By using big data public health practices, the information collected by WIMDs can be
analysed to provide insights into numerous health conditions, as well as to optimise the delivery
of individual care (Roski et al., 2014, Hulsen, 2020). The effective use of WIMDs may also help
to increase the efficiency of diagnosis and treatment in order to reduce the surging costs of
long-term health care in the UK. In England, approximately 20 million people are currently living
with a long-term health condition (Roddis et al., 2016). Due to the steady increase in life
expectancy in recent decades (Vaupel, 2010), it is projected that the number of people with four
or more chronic health conditions in the UK is likely to double by 2035 (Kingston et al., 2018).
The annual total expenditure on long-term care in the UK is estimated to be £48.3 billion (Office
for National Statistics, 2020). Therefore, the enhanced efficiency of diagnosis and treatment
through the increased use of WIMDs in healthcare has the potential to reduce government
expenditure and improve the nation’s health.
Security concerns associated with WIMDs
In cybersecurity, risk is often calculated by applying the formula ‘Risk = Threat x Vulnerability x
Impact’ (Jacobsson et al., 2016, Casselman et al., 2017).
Threat
The threat to health data from cyberattack is widely discussed (Luna et al., 2016, Kruse et
al., 2017). In the US, the black market value of stolen health credentials is believed to be
more than 10 times the price of a stolen credit card number (Humer and Finkle, 2014). This
is likely to incentivise hackers to develop new strategies to infiltrate health networks.
Additionally, a new class of threat has surfaced in cybersecurity known as Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs)(Deal, 2021). APTs constitute an active and sophisticated threat to
governments and large institutions and are believed to be orchestrated by complex hacker
groups and rogue nations (Chen et al., 2014). For example, the extensive disruption to the
NHS from the 2017 WannaCry ransomware attack showed how medical networks can be
targeted and that high profile attacks can damage public confidence in the ability of
institutions to protect personal data (Saxena et al., 2019, Ghafur et al., 2019).
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Vulnerability
WIMDs are uniquely vulnerable to cyberattack due to certain limitations that arise when
designing medical devices (Woods, 2016). WIMDs are often required to be extremely small,
and the immediate proximity to human flesh limits manufacturing options in terms of battery
supply, computing power, memory space, heating and cooling (Woods, 2016). Therefore,
many WIMDs are built without considering cybersecurity (Burleson and Carrara, 2014).
Furthermore, connecting WIMDs to remote networks that exchange data irrespective of time
and place raises the potential for data leakage and increases the vulnerability to attack
(Jiang and Shi, 2021). As more WIMDs are used, there will be a rise in wireless body area
networks (WBANs), which establish networks of sensors located both in and around the
body to communicate seamlessly with one another and to automatically exchange data with
existing devices such as smartphones (Casselman et al., 2017). Remote and mobile WBANs
composed of inherently vulnerable WIMDs present a palpable threat to data security, and as
recently highlighted, “these devices were not designed to withstand terrorist attacks.”
(Woods, 2016).
Impact
Discussions concerning cybersecurity in health have typically focussed on risks to electronic
health records from digital theft and related breaches to data privacy (Ronquillo et al., 2018,
Ghafur et al., 2019). However, the potential impact of compromised WIMDs in expansive
future medical networks poses a direct threat to patient safety as well as to the ability of
medical networks to function. Such breaches also pose indirect threats to patients through
the potential for inaccurate or doctored health readings that could lead towards misdiagnosis
or ineffective treatment. Informational breaches of this severity could erode public
confidence in medical networks and induce a state of panic by raising concerns for public
safety.
Individual attacks. Firstly, it has been well documented that a range of WIMDs have
been compromised in recent years (Beavers and Pournouri, 2019). For example, it was
demonstrated at the Black Hat security conference in Las Vegas that an insulin pump
could be remotely hacked and controlled from 200 feet away (Casselman et al., 2017).
By broadcasting a stronger signal than the intended monitoring device, it was shown that
blood glucose readings could be manipulated and that a lethal dose of insulin could be
remotely administered. The potential for similar attacks on pacemakers and ICDs has
also been shown. A team of ethical hackers demonstrated how they could gain remote
access to a series of pacemakers in order to deliver fatal shocks (Pauli, 2016, Beavers
and Pournouri, 2019). Additionally, the recent rise in digital theft by using contactless
point of sale terminals on public transport to surreptitiously charge a victim’s credit card,
has been suggested as a possible means of targeting pacemakers (Horton, 2016,
Beavers and Pournouri, 2019). It may be possible to attack a pacemaker or ICD from
close range by simply swiping a programmed reader across a victim’s chest (Beavers
and Pournouri, 2019). These methods could plausibly be used for assassination attempts
on individuals known to have implanted medical devices. It was reported that former US
vice-president Dick Cheney requested that his doctor disable the wireless function of his
heart defibrillator due to his belief that the technological vulnerability of WIMDs posed a
credible threat to his life (BBC News, 2013). As implantable devices become increasingly
pervasive across society, influential individuals could be targeted via their WIMDs if
efforts are not made to bolster the cybersecurity of medical networks.
Network disruption. Additionally, manipulating the monitoring and tracking capabilities
of WIMDs could threaten long-term health and damage the stability of medical networks.
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For example, devices that are controlled to overlook health warnings could detrimentally
affect patient health by failing to encourage medical consultation and intervention.
Alternatively, devices that are manipulated to falsely detect symptoms of ill health may
lead patients to urgently seek out unnecessary medical attention thus placing a strain on
medical networks. If coordinated attacks were orchestrated across multiple devices, a
surge in requests for urgent assistance could overwhelm healthcare services.
Furthermore, if a large number of WIMDs already connected to a medical network were
compromised, multiple devices could be controlled to send synchronised alerts to
inundate medical networks, causing them to shut down. For example, a large number of
cyberattacks involve Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS), in which a targeted network is
flooded with superfluous requests from multiple corrupted sources (Kaur Chahal et al.,
2019, Deal, 2021). Such attacks, choreographed across an extensive web of WIMDs,
could cause devastating disruption to critical infrastructure in the UK, such as the NHS.
Attacks on critical infrastructure. Hackers may also exploit the vulnerability of WIMDs
to strategically target individuals that serve a particular function in an organisational
network. Such a strategy could be used in coordination with additional focussed
cyberattacks in order to infiltrate or disrupt critical infrastructure. For example, attempts
could be made to neutralise known threat intelligence analysts and management
operation leads at the National Grid by infiltrating their WIMDs to provide health warnings
that urge them to seek out immediate medical attention. If such efforts were coordinated
with focussed attacks on the cybersecurity systems of the National Grid, the remaining
personnel may be ill equipped to repel the threat. In the US, former Secretary of Defence
Leon Panetta stated that cyberattacks on critical infrastructure could result in “a cyber
Pearl Harbour, an attack that would cause physical destruction and the loss of
life.”(Panetta, 2012). It has been suggested that such a catastrophic cyberattack could
arise through coordinated efforts to infiltrate and manipulate WIMDs (Woods, 2016).
Panic and societal disruption. Finally, WIMDs are expected to proliferate across
medical networks and become an integral part of healthcare delivery (Dinh-Le et al.,
2019). Therefore, it is likely that breaches to highly sensitive health data and potential
threats to patient safety would provoke mass fear and panic. Inducing widespread panic
is considered a form of information-psychological warfare that occurs due to a lack of
reliable information about frightening phenomena (Panchenko, 2020). Malicious actors
intent on undermining national security could look to provide misinformation via WIMDs in
order to bring about a state of panic. For example, as future WIMDs are designed to
detect symptoms of infectious disease to prevent outbreaks of viruses such as COVID-19
(Ates et al., 2021), the coordinated manipulation of WIMDs could instil an unwarranted
sense of panic by reporting that an infectious outbreak was underway. Such attacks
would erode public confidence in the ability of medical networks to provide reliable
information, as well as having the potential to cause mass panic and societal disruption.
Conclusions and Recommendations
WIMDs have the potential to produce vast amounts of data that could be used to generate
innovative healthcare solutions and optimise the delivery of care (Deal, 2021). The emergence
of WIMDs, combined with big data practices, could become a goldmine for public health
researchers. However, greater effort is needed to rectify some of the inherent vulnerabilities of
WIMDs. Discussions of the cybersecurity of health data must go beyond considering threats to
data privacy in order to address the direct threat to life posed by breaches to WIMDs, as well as
the potential for future disruption and panic. Multi-disciplinary approaches that combine the
expertise of cybersecurity specialists with behavioural scientists may also help to anticipate how
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the public is likely to respond to future breaches to WIMDs and integrated medical networks.
Such combined efforts may be able to enact strategies that inform the public of relevant risks in
order to mitigate the potential for disaster whilst still being able to reap the benefits promised by
this emerging technology.
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Abstract
The 21st century has been referred to as “The century of Biology” due to the transformative
potential that advances in biology possess. These new developments are making it easier to
modify an organism to better suit our needs, which has the potential to benefit society in a
number of ways. However, as these technological advances become more accessible, we need
to be alert to how the abuse of these technologies could pose a threat to the nation’s security.
One such way in which these technologies could be abused is with the creation of a man-made
pandemic, which could have devastating consequences. Thus, it is important to the security of
the nation for us to be aware of how ongoing research has, and will continue to, contribute to
this mounting threat. In addition, we should acknowledge that the frequency at which pandemics
occur is likely to increase as technology progresses, and ensure that our preparations for future
pandemics take the threat of man-made pandemics into consideration.
Disease as a weapon
Throughout history, our species has been afflicted by disease and death caused by pandemics.
This is widely considered to be a bad thing- so international efforts have been made to minimise
or eliminate the burden of communicable disease upon the global population43. States have no
incentive to oppose this as pathogens do not respect national borders; the spread of COVID-19
has highlighted how pandemic-causing pathogens in one country can pose a threat to the
wellbeing of the entire globe44.
In the past, militaries have deliberately spread diseases like smallpox or the plague to try and
disrupt or kill their enemies45. Fortunately, however, in modern times we do not routinely see
such diseases being weaponised. Pathogen-based bioweapons are prohibited by the 1925
Geneva protocol46 and the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention47, which impose political costs
upon those who seek to develop or use them. However, these treaties lack enforcement
mechanisms, and so cannot solely explain why states do not deploy pandemic-causing
pathogens.
One alternative explanation for the lack of weaponisation of these pathogens is that they
represent a double-edged sword. Transmissible pathogens can easily spread from enemy
territory to your own people, and are also unpredictable due to their ability to evolve. In contrast,
cyber and nuclear weapons can also cause mass disruption and devastation more predictably
and with less risk of friendly casualties. Thus, utilising a pandemic-causing pathogen is rarely
going to be the optimal choice for a modern, advanced military, which helps protect the public
from man-made pandemics.
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However, there are other groups that might see pandemics as a useful tool. Pathogen-based
weapons would let individuals cause disproportionate amounts of damage as just a single
infection can develop into a devastating pandemic. This potential might be of interest to
deranged individuals who seek to cause mass killings, to terrorist groups, many of which show
no qualms about targeting civilians or harming their own supporters, or as deterrents for states
without the capacity to develop nuclear weapons48. There are several barriers that would make
it difficult for these groups to create a pandemic, but technological advances may serve to wear
down these barriers and raise the risk of man-made pandemics.
Weaponisation of existing pathogens
One key barrier to the use of pandemic-causing bioweapons is that most natural pathogens are
not suitable for this. To be useful, the pathogen would need to have not already spread widely,
yet also be transmissible enough that it could spread widely if given the opportunity, and there
are not many pathogens that meet these criteria.
Smallpox is a prominent example of a disease that does. Smallpox is a viral disease that
caused substantial mortality before mass vaccination campaigns resulted in its elimination in the
wild in 1977. However, these vaccination campaigns have ceased, and the immunity they
created has waned, so the release of smallpox would probably create a pandemic. American
and Russian authorities hold the only infectious samples of the virus49, and to date, have not
tried to release it. Outside of them, access to the virus is controlled to prevent pandemics; for
example, WHO guidelines prohibit researchers from possessing more than 20% of the viral
genome50.
However, recent biological advances have increased the risk of smallpox weaponisation. The
smallpox genome sequence is freely available online51, and it is possible to chemically
synthesise viral genomes52, so the smallpox virus’s genome could probably be assembled.
Furthermore, in 2017, infectious viral particles were made from a chemically synthesised
genome of the closely related horsepox virus53, and it is probable that the same methodology
could be used to create infectious smallpox viruses. Thus, technological advances have raised
the risk of a man-made pandemic by making it easier to obtain infectious copies of the virus.
There are also some natural pathogens that can cause widespread outbreaks of disease, and
one of these pathogens could be isolated, cultured, and released by a group seeking to create a
pandemic. Indeed, in 1993 the terrorist group Aum Shinrikyo tried unsuccessfully to obtain the
Ebola virus for this very purpose, before settling for using non-communicable bioweapons and
chemical weapons in their attacks on civilians54. Their failure demonstrates that weaponising a
natural pandemic poses technical challenges- but if technological advances lessen these
challenges, the risk of people deliberately spreading pathogens will increase.
Modification of existing pathogens
48
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In principle, a pandemic could be created by modifying existing pathogens to make them more
infectious or lethal. However, while this is not impossible, it would likely require substantial
resources and many skilled biologists, and as such is likely beyond the capabilities of an
individual or small organisation. However, improvements in fields like genome engineering55
and directed evolution56 are making it easier to modify biology to suit our requirements, and this
progress is only likely to accelerate as research interest and funding for synthetic biology
increases.
Many of the deadliest pandemics in human history have been caused by zoonoses-animal
pathogens that gained the ability to infect humans57. Thus, the engineering of animal pathogens
to infect humans has the potential to create pandemics. Such research has been conducted in
academic settings- for example, H5N1 avian influenza has been modified to make it
transmissible between ferrets58. This was controversial as humans and ferrets have similar
upper respiratory tracts, and so the mutations identified might also make the virus more
infectious to humans. However, this controversy did not permanently stop this type of
research59, and proteins from H7N9 avian influenza have since been engineered to bind to
human receptors more effectively60. Currently, this type of engineering requires substantial
technical expertise, which lowers the chance of a nefarious individual successfully using it to
create a pandemic, but this process is likely to become easier as genome and protein
engineering improve.
Alternatively, a bioweapon could be created by modifying an existing human pathogen to make
it more dangerous. The risk of this was made clear in 2001, where the ectromelia mouse virus
was modified to express the immune signalling molecule IL-4. This let the virus subvert immune
responses and become far more lethal, even to mice that were immunised or genetically
resistant to the virus61. However, this is only one way in which pathogens could be engineeredit might be possible to make pathogens that attack new types of tissue, are drug resistant, or
even cause chronic infections that delay the onset of symptoms until a trigger is detected62.
While engineering a pathogen like this would likely be more challenging than tweaking animal
pathogens to increase their ability to infect humans, advances in genome engineering,
pathology, and immunology would make this easier, so this is also a risk that will increase as
our biological capabilities grow.
Advances in structural biology may also make it easier to engineer pathogens to possess new
functions. Classically, predicting protein structure has been challenging and has required
difficult techniques and expensive, specialised equipment. However, AlphaFold promises to
revolutionise the field by using deep learning to accurately predict protein structures from DNA
sequences63. Learning about protein structure should help us understand how a protein’s
structure controls its function, which would then help us create proteins with novel functions.
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Such a technology would have incredible potential- it might let us design enzymes that
synthesise novel classes of chemicals, craft powerful biosensors to detect toxins, or identify new
pharmaceuticals that interact with protein functional domains. However, such a technology
would also make it far easier to design novel proteins that make pathogens more dangerous,
and so advances in these fields need to be carefully monitored for new hazards that they might
create.
What should we do?
Powerful new technologies are often associated with new dangers. Fire kept our ancestors
warm- and killed them in deadly infernos. Fossil fuels transformed the way we travel- and now
threaten our world through climate change. Advances in biology are no exception, as plenty of
biological research that has the potential to benefit society can also be used for harm.
However, letting our vision be clouded by fear and completely restricting any technology with
the potential for harm is not the answer. As biology advances, it can help us address major
challenges that we face- it can help make industrial processes more sustainable, help us
discover and synthesise novel pharmaceuticals, and vastly reduce the land and energy required
to make food64, and the risk of engineered pandemics should not stop this progress.
Ironically, it may be that advances that make it easier to create pandemics are also key to
defeating them. While advances in structural biology might lead to engineered pathogens,
structural biology can also help us find antimicrobials to fight these pathogens. Advances in viral
engineering might make it easier to create viral pandemics, but these same advances might
also help us engineer bacteriophages to tackle bacterial pathogens. These advances might let
us swiftly eliminate future pandemics, and so it would be a tragedy if research restrictions from
our fear of engineered pandemics condemned us to continue to suffer from natural pandemics.
That said, completely unconstrained research is not the answer either. Current ethical approval
processes try and weigh up the risks and benefits of research, but care must be taken to ensure
that they strike the right balance. For example, the researchers who created infectious
poxviruses from synthetic DNA justified their research by claiming it might help create novel
smallpox vaccines65. However, there are other ways that new vaccines can be made, and these
methods would not have increased the risk of a smallpox pandemic being created. Therefore, in
this instance, current ethical approval processes appear to have been insufficient to prevent
risky research with questionable benefits.
Considering the dangers of new technologies is not just important for research approval, as
identifying risks also helps us develop strategies to mitigate them. Covid-19 has made our
vulnerability to pandemics clear, and new initiatives like the UK’s Pandemic Preparedness
Partnership66 have already been devised to ready the country for future pandemics. However,
since pandemics are likely to become more frequent as technology progresses, our precautions
should be more rigorous to reflect this. We should also consider that future pandemics may be
specifically designed to elude our countermeasures, and so we should try and increase our
chances of having at least one working treatment against future pandemics by ensuring we do
not put all our therapeutic eggs into a single basket.
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All in all, the threat of a man-made pandemic will increase as technology advances. We should
not seek to completely prevent technological advance, as the opportunities that new
technologies bring outweigh the risks. However, to ensure the ongoing safety and security of the
nation, the UK should acknowledge that the risk of man-made pandemics is going to grow, seek
international agreements that restrict dangerous research that offers limited benefits, and above
all ensure that we are as prepared as possible for when the next pandemic inevitably hitsregardless of whether the origins of this pandemic are natural, or otherwise.
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Abstract
Technological advancements allow state actors such as China and Russia and terrorist groups
such as ISIS and Hezbollah to exploit them and directly threaten the UK. Emerging technologies
integrated with Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems such as micro drones, exoskeletons, advanced
missiles, and cyber operations provokes AI arms race between major superpowers. Such
technologies were once only a Sci-Fi vision but are rapidly becoming a reality. Russia and
China being aggressors toward the UK will enable the utilisation of such technologies to further
their strategic interests and undermine and destabilise the UK in order to secure their power and
dominance internationally. As such technologies become cheaper and more easily accessible,
terrorist groups are taking the opportunity to spread further hostilities at a greater distance,
being almost undetectable. Ethical dilemmas around the use of such technologies by state
actors and terrorist groups raise many concerns which are incompatible with a current ethical
framework. It does not provide answers to the fundamental question of how a machine can be
accountable for killings, creating a major ethical predicament. The use of such technologies for
the purposes of strategic interests by state actors and magnifying terror by terrorist groups will
act as severe threats facing the UK in the next 25 years. Building further resilience and effective
deterrence will enable the UK to protect its nation, whilst enhancing its peace and security.
The Eye in the Sky
The eye in the sky is trying to hide
Lower the vision, less the collision
Two men in prison
Doubting freedom
Believing the motion
Of human emotion
One day they are free
Another they are gone
So that eye in the sky
Is not a friend, but a drone
-2020
Valerie Buckland
Introduction
When Kalashnikov invented the AK-47 he did not anticipate the global danger of his creation, let
alone the drones, automated ballistic missiles, cyber bombs all integrated with AI. The true
threat of such emerging technologies lies not only in the hands of autocratic leaders such as
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Vladimir Putin or Xi Jinping but also terrorist groups such as ISIS or Hezbollah. The use of micro
drones, exoskeletons, advanced missiles and cyberspace by state actors and terrorists are
major threats which the UK will face over the next 25 years. Micro drone technology is
advancing to the extent where spying, as well as lethally targeting an opponent, becomes
almost undetectable. It allows new ways for state actors such as Russia and China to lethally
target so-called enemies of the state within the UK’s borders. Terror groups will also be able to
exploit megacities to spread terror and undermine the UK’s defence and security. The
combination of exoskeletons and micro drones being developed by states such as Russia will
become highly destructive. Advanced missiles integrated with AI will be developed by
superpowers such as Russia and China, which calls for greater deterrence efforts to minimise
such a threat to the UK. Terror groups will gain access to and utilise advanced missiles for their
terror operations, making counter-terrorism efforts more challenging in the years to come.
Operations within the cyber domain will be another major threat from Russia and China to
destruct and interfere in UK’s governments ventures but also, major public infrastructures.
Information of Things (IoT) will enable terror groups to strengthen their operations in faster and
more violent ways. This essay will discuss these threats in relation to ethical dilemmas, which
will be a major challenge of the future.
Drones
Technological advances have transformed drones in military from enlarged and prominently
visible to micro, almost invisible. Currently, 19 allied NATO states, including the UK, are in
position of Black Hornet Nano. Russia and China are directly competing to overpower Western
military capabilities, each aiming to become a leader in Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies to
lead the world (Pecotlc, 2019). Russia is preparing an army of micro drones(Young, 2020),
which can freely and effectively spy, target and even poison the subject. Such operations would
be invisible, and the trace difficult to detect, unlike the poisonings of former spies Sergei Skripal
and Aleksandr Litvinenko by Russia on UK soil (BBC, 2018). This army of drone with the
capacity to swarm could be stored in an AI powered advanced exoskeleton, similar to Ratnik-3
and Ratnik-4, but much more advanced (Konaev et.al, 2019). Likewise, China has recently
created a micro drone Fengniao (Zhen, 2021) which could be used to steal intelligence from
within the UK, unobserved and from a great distance. Clearly, the position and capabilities of
such lethal technologies present a major threat to the UK’s defence and security during the next
25 years.
Terrorist groups such as ISIS and Hezbollah have used drones to perpetrate attacks from a
distance without committing suicide bombings. Commercial drones are becoming readily
accessible and terror groups use them to commit evil and cause disruption. Terror groups are
already experimenting with 3D printing micro drones, whilst exploiting their lethal capabilities
(Pledger, 2021: 3) to cause hostilities, create public fear (Harari, 2019: 188) and directly
threaten nations, whilst spreading terror on a greater level. Terrorist groups’ potential use of
micro drones with lethal intentions can be catastrophic in the scenario of dispersing ‘deadly
agents or viruses’ (World Economic Forum, 2018) over large venues within urban environments.
Terror groups could tactfully utilise micro drones in urban terrains (Bunker, 2015: 32) such as
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London or Manchester, by blending in with the chaotic dynamics of the cities. Cities such as
London and Manchester are a future terrain of terror operations (Branscomb, 2006: 108), which
poses a significant threat to the UK’s defence and security within the next 25 years.
Coker (2008) suggests that ethics is centred around how we should conduct relations with
others and when codified by the state they transform into laws. Whilst Western forces debate
ways of making 4 micro drones and exoskeletons ethically compatible, terrorists have no such
concerns, which makes their terror operation more hostile without any consideration of ethics
(Quintana, 2008: 11). Terrorists aim to create a violent spectacle, where ethics are non-existent,
whereas militaries such those of the UK are faced with a deeper conundrum of how to operate
such technologies in the most ethical ways (Quintana, 2008: 13). The troubling questions of
whether such use of technologies can create fewer civilian casualties and collateral damage,
and whether the proportionality be improved must be considered. Fundamental just war
principles need to be adjusted to address the ethical and moral dilemma of future military
operations using advanced technologies such as micro drones and exoskeletons. If military
technologies such as micro drones and exoskeletons can fall freely into the hands of terrorists
the consequences will be catastrophic, directly threatening the UK’s defence and security over
the next 25 years.
Advanced Missiles
The use of AI and nuclear weaponry in combination is not a novelty (United Nations University,
2018), but combining the two makes for a highly dangerous combination, with destabilising
effects. States such as Russia are already developing AI missiles to dominate the new arms
race (Tass, 2017). In a few years, Russia will create an AI powered missile range, including
cruise missiles with elements of AI which will enable them ‘to analyse the air and radar situation
and make decisions on the altitude, the speed and the direction of their flight’ (Tass, 2017).
China is likewise expanding their efforts in AI, developing autonomous weapons which
contribute toward existing research and development of unmanned systems and missile
technology (Kania, 2020). China and Russia use fire-and-forget missile systems which are
predominantly autonomous, pushing the human coordinator completely out of the loop (Scharre,
2018: 326-329). With Russia and China striving to develop advanced missiles that use AI, the
UK will experience a direct threat to its defence and security over the next 25 years. What if
covert developments of such advanced missiles by Russia and China overpower and outsmart
those of the UK? This threat is severe, which will be one of the key areas in which the UK must
sustain deterrence in order to keep up with its main rivals, whilst strengthening defence and
security.
Terrorist groups such as ISIS and Hezbollah already use surface-to-air fired missiles (UNODC,
2021), making their operations highly lethal and destabilising. With the rapid advancement of AI
and advanced weaponry becoming more readily accessible to terrorist groups, the threat is
increasing and will likely develop into a major concern for the UK. The terrorists’ fascination with
autonomous weapons increases fears of them possessing advanced missiles in the future. If
this happens, terrorist groups will become more lethal, meaning that the UK must be prepared
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to strengthen counter-terrorism commitments as this will be one of the major threats to the UK’s
defence and security in the coming years.
Autonomous weapons such as advanced missiles create a difficult ethical dilemma. The
possibility of launching completely autonomous missiles, ‘capable of complex, far-raging
reconnaissance and attack missions’ (DARPA, 1983: 1) creates an ethical problem as the
human is out of the loop during the operation. The key concern is that lethal autonomous
weapon systems support extrajudicial killings, removing accountability away from humans and
make killings more likely (Lin et al., 2008: 73-86). This problem will be exacerbated if access to
such weapons becomes easier, reducing the accountability of the operator and increasing the
probability of their use. Autonomous weapons could make the identification and persecution of
active agents more challenging, which is a form of a ‘retribution gap’ (Danaher, 2016). This
creates an ethical dilemma to be tackled, to make the use of such weaponry more ethical.
Cyber Operations
Cities can be virtual and bombs within them are highly destructive, making cyberwarfare a war
of the future. Future attacks which the UK will endure will be predominantly in the cyber domain.
This is already happening in espionage, sabotage and subversion (Rid, 2013) in states such as
Russia and China, with an aim to disrupt the inner architecture of the UK state and cause
catastrophic disruption to pursue their national interests. With advancements in AI in the cyber
domain there will be further threats from state actors such as Russia and China. Russia’s long
history of election and referendum mingling more recently using cyber capabilities in particular
targeting the UK, are indicative of the future cyber threat which the UK could be faced with by
Russia. After potential Russian interference in the Scottish and Brexit referendums in the UK
(Ellehuus et al., 2020), then with the next cyber acts of direct interference into the US 2016
elections (Abrams, 2019), the next major attack within the UK by Russia is not beyond the
horizon. It will certainly happen within the next 25-year period or even multiple cyber bombs can
be launched synchronically. The launch of Chinese global cyberattack put a direct threat toward
the UK, as the ‘telecoms, tech and governments’ (Foreign, Commonwealth & Development
Office et al., 2020) were under malicious attacks.
IoT ‘refers to the billions of physical devices around the world that are now connected to the
internet, all collecting and sharing data’ (Ranger, 2020). A great fundamental transformation ‘is
the imminent physical results of cyber threats as IoT technologies enable closer interaction
between humans and information systems’ (Karabacak et al., 2017: 1). When IoT is being
misused by terrorist groups like ISIS and Hezbollah for purposes of cyberterrorism, it can lead to
a catastrophic consequence to which the UK needs to adapt faster and be more resilient to
strengthen its defence and security when responding to such severe threat posed over the next
25 years. It is apparent that IoT applications are necessary ‘to be deeply assessed as terrorists
may attack then with easy-to-implement cyberattacks for the purpose of creating physical harm’
(Karabacak et al., 2017: 1). This can be easily applicable to classify as a severe threat to the
UK, as being part of the developed nation IoT is becoming easily accessible and terror groups
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will utilise their holistic tactics to cause great destruction not only to UK state’s infrastructure, but
more significantly its citizens lives.
Russia and China’s cyber activity towards the UK over the course of the next 25 years will
continue to be ‘ethically questionable’ (Public-Private, 2019: 5). Existing international law and
outdated Just War Theory do not apply straightforwardly to cyberwarfare (Dipert, 2010: 384),
nor terrorists’ use of IoT networks. This exacerbates the ethical dilemma of how to punish
attackers, not only because tracing them is challenging, but also because the legal and ethical
framework is inadequate. With advances in AI automation, the greater concern will be how a
machine which generated an attack or launched a cyber bomb can be responsible for the
destruction and disruption of the targeted state. It will be a challenge to develop a framework to
punish actors for majorly covert cybercrime and terror over the next 25 years. The UK must
build a more resilient technological infrastructure to minimise the risk and harm of such attacks,
thus strengthening its defence and security.
Conclusion
Emerging technologies are integrating with AI systems to enable new threats to emerge. This
will be the case within the next 25 years, as state actors such as Russia and China as well as
terrorist groups such as ISIS and Hezbollah will exploit technologies in their strategic interests to
dominate and overpower rivals including the UK. Discussion on micro drones, exoskeletons,
advanced missiles and hostile cyber operations by both state and terrorist groups indicate that
the exploitation of their advanced capabilities will continue to pose a severe threat to the UK.
Joined technologies such as micro drones and exoskeletons, which are in development by
Russia, create an almost Sci-Fi vision of future aggression which the UK may be faced with,
requiring the UK to compete with Russia and China to be more resilient and guard its defence
and security. Autonomous weapons such as advanced missiles have been shown to be highly
destructive and different ranges will be more readily available to terror groups will generate a
greater threat to the UK in the future. The cyber domain, coupled with IoT, will enable continued
destruction and disruption by both state actors and terrorist groups. Ethical concerns are
challenging when considered in relation to the use of such technologies by state and terrorist
aggressors within the UK. These threats are critical and must be adequately addressed to
enhance peace and security and protect the UK nation.
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Abstract
The UK faces a growing range of complex transnational threats and is engaged in systemic
competition with authoritarian states. This essay argues that the UK government’s response to
these threats should make a virtue of the country’s values of openness and transparency. I
argue that the UK government should support the development of sensemaking capabilities
across society; that it should encourage the work of independent organisations that exploit the
vulnerabilities inherent in authoritarian states; and that it should be more transparent about its
own activities to preserve its social compact with the UK public.
Introduction
The Integrated Review set out the growing range of threats facing the UK over the next quarter
century68. Underlying this analysis was a recognition that the UK will have to confront threats
that it cannot deter or defeat, including pandemics, climate change, and great power
competitors. This recognition coincides with an inflection point in UK defence and security
strategy. The additional £16.5 billion in funding for the Ministry of Defence announced in
November 202069 has filled the longstanding gap in the Ministry’s finances. Past investment,
including in the intelligence agencies and cyber, has laid the groundwork for the capabilities the
UK will need in the future70.
If this is not quite a clean slate for reassessing the UK’s approach to the threats and
opportunities of the 21st century, it is likely to be the cleanest slate that can be expected over
the next 25 years.
Given this opportunity, the UK should focus on adapting its approach in three key areas:
sensemaking, systemic competition, and the social compact. Failure to adapt in these areas
represents the greatest threat to the UK’s defence and security that it is within government’s
power to address. They are also areas where the UK has a comparative advantage if it can
align its approach to defence and security with its wider societal values of openness and
transparency.
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Sensemaking
The greatest challenge facing the UK defence and security apparatus in the next 25 years will
be making sense of complex and dynamic threats and hazards. All other aspects of the UK’s
approach to national security follow from its ability to anticipate emerging threats. The scale of
this challenge requires the sensemaking apparatus to expand beyond the intelligence
community, including by making better use of open-source intelligence (OSINT).
Sir David Omand has highlighted the increasing importance of sensemaking in the work of the
intelligence agencies71. During the Cold War, the UK government’s intelligence requirements
were centred on the Soviet Union. This task drew together intelligence’s two specialities – the
acquisition of secrets and the analysis of data – and made the agencies an indispensable
source of insights for government.
Today, the UK government’s conception of national security has broadened to encompass a
growing range of threats and hazards – including climate change, epidemiological risk, financial
crime, and cybersecurity72. In all these and other ‘non-traditional’ intelligence requirements, the
acquisition of secret information is less important than making sense of complex data73.
Already, the adoption of ‘intelligence-led’ approaches to tackling these challenges has led to the
development of sensemaking capabilities across government74, civil society75, and the private
sector76. These capabilities are focused on the analysis of complex – often unclassified – data
to inform action. They do not require secret intelligence to function.
Moreover, government is not always best placed to address newer threats. For example, the
private sector will often have better visibility into cybersecurity threats than the government77.
Similarly, there are likely to be areas where the private sector has more advanced data analysis
capabilities than government.
In such cases, government should not attempt to replicate these capabilities but instead
integrate the products of this analysis into its own sensemaking processes. OSINT could be
deployed in parallel with traditional intelligence disciplines, providing cues for sensitive collection
methods that can then verify or amend open-source assessments.
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The goal would be the creation of a stronger sensemaking ecosystem, combining the strengths
of different actors. Government could encourage the adoption of analytic tradecraft developed
within the intelligence community – for example by developing accredited training programmes
in satellite imagery analysis78, a key tool for OSINT. By improving the quality of OSINT,
government could with greater confidence incorporate this material into its own assessments.
Systemic competition
The Integrated Review is clear that the UK is engaged in systemic competition with powerful
state adversaries. UK defence discourse is preoccupied by its adversaries’ asymmetric
advantages in grey zone or hybrid warfare79. Similarly, authoritarian regimes are perceived as
having advantages over the UK in the use of strategic deception and disinformation80. However,
the UK’s open society and commitment to transparency provides it with asymmetric advantages
of its own.
Bellingcat’s work exposing the activities of Russian military intelligence is a prime example of
this dynamic81. Bellingcat can conduct these investigations because of the UK’s tolerance of
civil society activity. Authoritarian states such as China and Russia either censor or strongly
deter the activities of such independent investigative organisations.
However, Bellingcat does not achieve such notable successes only because of the open
environment in which it operates. Rather, it successfully exploits the corruption that prevails
within states such as Russia. A hypothetical Russian organisation investigating the activities of
the UK intelligence agencies would not be able to purchase passport details, vehicle
registrations, and telephone records on the dark net, in the way that Bellingcat investigators can
do in Russia82.
This vulnerability is not something that the Russian state can address – corruption is integral to
the Russian leadership’s hold on power83. Similarly, for states such as Russia and China, the
need to have visibility into the inner workings of their own societies runs contrary to the kind of
information security measures needed to protect their citizens’ data and privacy, such as strong
encryption84.
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In the language of the tech sector, these are features – not bugs – of authoritarian societies.
The UK government could encourage civil society and other actors to exploit these features, for
example through the public disclosure of more intelligence on adversary activities to cue up
open-source investigations85.
Recent academic work by Brendan Green and Austin Long86 suggests that states in long-term
peacetime competition may counterintuitively gain value from revealing their clandestine
capabilities. Specifically, disclosing such capabilities is rational when those capabilities are not
unique and when adversaries cannot develop effective counters.
Independent open-source investigations that exploit the vulnerabilities of adversary societies
can play a similar role in the context of systemic competition. Their ‘capabilities’ are not unique,
as indicated by the proliferation of investigative units inspired by Bellingcat’s work87. More
importantly, adversaries cannot counter the work of these organisations without fundamentally
changing aspects of their political systems. This suggests that the UK has a strong interest in
encouraging the work of such organisations.
The social compact
In contrast to the work of these independent organisations, many of the UK government’s
capabilities in the field of cyber and intelligence depend on secrecy for their effectiveness88.
Revealing information about these capabilities could reduce or negate their effect.
However, as conceptions of national security have broadened89, the range of issues that
requires the active engagement of the public has increased90. Cybersecurity is the most visible
example of a challenge that cannot be addressed solely by government, but which requires
working with the private sector and the public.
This creates a growing tension: the government needs to maintain secrecy about its capabilities,
even as it seeks to build trust and engagement with the public. As Omand has argued, there is a
need for a “grand understanding” between government and the public91 – elsewhere termed the
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“intelligence compact”92 or the “social compact”93. As Omand describes it, “[t]he essence of the
social compact model is that through open debate, Parliament and the public can come to
accept [that] the secret parts of the state are necessary”94.
The UK’s position on offensive cyber is an example of an area where greater transparency is
needed. The Integrated Review emphasises the UK’s desire to be a “democratic, responsible
cyber power”95. For the UK to be democratically accountable to its population for its strategy on
offensive cyber, it must do more to explain its activities to the public.
UK government has provided some brief examples of the sorts of activities that it might conduct
under the rubric of offensive cyber96. Declassified information has provided some further,
unofficial insights97. However, much as in the United States98, the extreme sensitivity with which
the UK government treats cyber activity stymies a better-informed public debate.
Secrecy around the operational details of cyber and intelligence capabilities remains essential.
The old threats persist, and secret intelligence will continue to provide insights that cannot be
acquired in other ways. Indeed, given the challenges that big data, surveillance technology, and
biometrics pose to the ability of intelligence officers to operate under cover, it is very likely that
some intelligence functions will require even greater secrecy to be effective99.
Nonetheless, the UK government could do more to outline the sorts of activities that it will
conduct using its cyber capabilities, along with its rationale for why these activities are
necessary and proportionate. This could start with analogies to historical practice around
intelligence and covert action. GCHQ’s promotion of its history, including activities at Bletchley
Park in the Second World War and in more recent conflicts100, provide a wealth of public
material that could be the basis of such explanations.
The biggest threat to the social compact is any revelation that the government has been
behaving contrary to its professed principles. Historically, it has taken painful events –
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Snowden101, the Spycatcher trial102, the ABC trial103– to spur the UK government to greater
transparency about the activities of the intelligence agencies. Government could get ahead of
this curve on offensive cyber, and on its defence and security strategy more broadly.
The amount of damage that the next ‘Snowden’ does to the UK’s defence and security will be
proportional to the distance between the UK’s words and its actions. By being transparent about
the activities that it conducts in the name of national security, the UK can reduce the
reputational damage that the next leak will cause.
Conclusion
These three areas present opportunities for the UK to capitalise on its comparative advantages.
The UK could support the development of analytical capability across society and make greater
use of OSINT to support its work; it could encourage the work of independent organisations that
exploit the vulnerabilities inherent in authoritarian states; and it could be more transparent about
its own activities to strengthen its social compact with the UK public.
The UK’s state adversaries will not follow this approach. They will fiercely centralise
sensemaking capabilities within government and the military, exert greater control over their
own societies, and disingenuously profess positions that run contrary to their actions in the grey
zone and online.
The UK cannot wish away these state competitors, any more than it can ignore the threats
posed by climate change, pandemic diseases, or online criminality. Our only choice is how we
approach security and defence in the 21st century.
The UK will not achieve better outcomes in its defence and security policies over the next 25
years by reproducing in miniature the strategies used by its adversaries. Rather, we should
make a virtue of openness and transparency, building trust and partnerships between
government, the private sector, and the public.
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Essay Title: Tomorrow’s Warfare- Threats and Opportunities.
Author: Edward Holland
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Abstract
Britain will face a number of security threats in the next twenty-five years. Three in particular
warrant in depth consideration both in terms of analysis and opportunities to counter. Tackling
disinformation through state-private sector cooperation and public education, countering rising
Islamist extremism in Africa through a two-pronged approach and investment in R&D to limit the
effects of technology that increased the vulnerability of Britain’s nuclear deterrence.
The nature of war is enduring; however, its character is ever changing (Clausewitz, 1832).As
clichéd as this may seem, it has never been more relevant then now. Over the next twenty-five
years Britain will face many security challenges, ranging from conventional threats that have
plagued states for centuries, through to the increasingly murky and shadowy world of ‘Grey
Zone Warfare’. This essay shall focus specifically on three such potential challenges, ranging
from current low-level aggression to emerging and future threats that pose an existential risk.
Possible solutions and opportunities arising from these shall be discussed. A highly topical and
ongoing security challenge is the threat posed to the UK from the spread of disinformation from
both state and non-state actors. Aimed at influencing individuals in order to divide, disrupt and
cause instability, the spread of disinformation is a current and emerging threat aimed at
weakening British society and institutions. Her Majesty’s Government needs to formulate an
approach to combat disinformation through a combination of public-private sector cooperation
and educating the public on the threat posed and how to identify disinformation. A second and
increasingly concerning situation which poses a challenge to national security is the increasing
emergence of Islamist extremist violence in Africa. Weak and failing states, such as Mali, Libya,
and Mozambique provide a safe haven for ‘Islamic State’ (IS) affiliates and IS inspired groups
following the collapse of IS in most of the Middle East. This creates a direct threat to the UK due
to increased flows of migrants and terrorist activity in the UK and destabilisation of the region.
Britain should combat the rising Islamist insurgencies in Africa through a combination of
conventional warfighting and training host states armed forces, helping to create a ‘global
Britain’ and counter increasing Chinese influence on the continent. Finally, the increasing
technological advancement in ballistic missile defence (BMD) and submarine detection poses a
threat for Britain’s continuous at sea deterrence and leaves Britain with questions around its
second-strike ability. Without a capable nuclear deterrence, the UK is more exposed to
aggression. Britain should lead the way in R&D into developing technology to counter this rise.
A current and significant threat Britain is facing and one which is set to increase is the spread of
disinformation. This is considered a type of Grey Zone Warfare (GZW) affecting both the
individual citizen and public and private sector business. The ‘Grey Zone’ is, as defined by the
US Special Forces Command, ‘competitive interactions among and within State and non-State
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actors that fall between the traditional war and peace duality’ (Kapusta, 2015). Whilst the
spreading of disinformation is not a new phenomenon, it being used in numerous capacities
throughout history in a strategic and political setting, the Soviet Union labelling it ‘active
measures’ (Todd C. Helmus, 2018), the ease of doing so has never been so great. The
increased globalisation and rise of social media have allowed disinformation or ‘fake news’ to be
spread more easily and rapidly than ever before. This can take numerous forms, including fake
documents, edited photos, conspiracy theories, fake websites and accounts and altered
Wikipedia entries (Fallis, 2015).
Both state and non-state actors, particularly Russia, engage in global propaganda campaigns,
which have a direct impact on Britain (Todd C. Helmus, 2018). For example, in 2018 a fake
account pretending to be then Defence Secretary, Gavin Williamson, linked the chemical
weapon poisoning in Salisbury to the Real IRA. Again in 2019 a fake document spread online
thought to be originating from the Spanish security services, described a plot by hard-line anti
Brexit campaigners to assassinate Boris Johnson (Harding, 2019). Both examples have been
linked to the Russian State and represent the tip of the disinformation iceberg. Adversaries are
using the spread of disinformation in an attempt to undermine British democracy. The aim is to
plant ideas into an individual’s mind that will ultimately then lead them to question, doubt and
mistrust British institutions and leaders. Using disinformation to undermine the government’s
legitimacy and authority is a very real and present issue. The divisive nature of the false
information seeks to enhance pre-existing cleavages within British society. Ultimately the
spreading of disinformation undermines British institutions, fosters mistrust, and weakens British
society socially and politically.
Her Majesty’s Government’s approach so far has been lacking in reach. The Covid-19
pandemic has seen the government work closely with social media companies in order to tackle
the spread of antivaccine disinformation (Government, 2020). This increased government-civil
cooperation must be continued after the pandemic to ensure private organisations take greater
responsibility in countering the spread of disinformation on their sites. There is however a fine
balance between security and civil liberty, care must be taken to avoid the appearance of
eroding freedom of speech. Owing to disinformation existing mainly in the cyber domain, the
importance of the human element has often been overlooked. Disinformation is aimed at the
individual and so too should the policies to counter it. The government’s RESIST tool kit is an
important first step in helping individuals identify disinformation (GCS, 2019), however, more
must be done to inform the general public of the threat. This lack of public knowledge of the
treat facilitates its spread and influence upon a greater number of people. Educating the public,
with the ‘SHARE checklist’ (Feikert-Ahalt, 2019), will limit the number of people influenced by
disinformation. The institution responsible for educating the public must, owing to the divisive
nature of disinformation, be either a non-political or cross-party organisation. To be successful it
must increase its reach through advertisement campaigns, targeting schools and workplaces.
Greater public knowledge and understanding of the use and threat of disinformation will help to
counter its effects.
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A current threat and one which will increase in the near future is the spread of Islamist
extremism to African states. With the collapse of ‘Islamic State’ in Iraq and Syria, Islamist
extremists are searching for a new front in which to continue their conflict, seen by the increase
in prominence and activity of ‘Islamic State in the Islamic Maghreb’ and ‘Islamic State of the
Greater Sahara’. The Malian War and the ensuing insurgency by armed Islamist groups have
added to the instability of the Sahel region that risks creating a hot bed of Islamist extremism
that will spread to the Maghreb and further into Western Europe (Sengupta, 2021). The
insurgency in Mozambique, which started in October 2017, is another example of IS capitalising
on the instability, taking responsibility for attacks in July 2019 (Morier-Genoud, 2020) in order to
continue their conflict. The severity of the issue is highlighted by the ‘Global Terrorism Index’
reporting that with IS expanding, seven of the top ten countries with increases in terrorism were
in Sub-Saharan Africa (Institute for Economics & Peace, 2020). The UK cannot afford an
unstable and insecure Africa, especially in the Maghreb and Sahel regions, as it will have a vast
and direct impact on flows of terrorism and migrants to the UK given its close geographical
proximity.
The ‘Integrated Review’ showed the government’s commitment to increased security and its
intent for a more ‘global Britain’ (HM Government, 2021). Combatting the rise of Islamist
extremism in Africa is an opportunity to do both. The deployment of 300 British troops on the UN
MINUSMA mission is a start. However, more must be done. Deploying British forces in a
counter-insurgency role is aligned with the policy of the ‘Integrated Review’ of increased
deployment of British forces. The counterinsurgency effort would see troops actively combat the
insurgents through conventional warfighting, coupled with a commitment to training the host
nation’s security forces, mimicking Op Shader and Turus. Training African state’s forces and the
G5 Sahel Joint Force (Etrangeres, 2019) will not only help combat the rising insurgencies but
aims to bring increased and lasting stability to the region and deny IS and their affiliates with
new territory. Furthermore, this approach will increase diplomatic ties with key African states
and further British influence. It also seeks to counter China’s ‘Belt and Road’ initiative balancing
Chinese dominance in the region (Huang, 2016).
Within the next twenty-five years global technological advancements could pose an existential
threat to Britain by undermining its strategic nuclear deterrence. Numerous technological
changes could limit the effectiveness of Britain’s Continuous At Sea Deterrence. Ballistic missile
submarines (SSBNs) rely on ‘concealment’, the opacity of the sea and ocean, in order to remain
undetected (Press, 2017) and thus able to deliver an assured second strike. This premise relies
on the water remaining ‘opaque’; dispersing electromagnetic radiation and ensuring sound is
difficult to detect, due to the relatively quiet nuclear powered SSBNs and the background noise
of the body of water. During the next twenty-five years however, improvements in Magnetic
Anomaly Detection, such as the range of SQUID sensors (Hambling, 2017), advancements in
sensors range, cost and size will allow a greater number to be used, combined with
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and the reduction of ‘biofouling’, improving the
sensors lifetime and robustness (Mendenhall, 2018). Technological improvements in sonar and
maritime detection, over the next twenty-five years, will limit Britain’s SSBNs ability to remain
undetected.
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The ever-emerging field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) could have series consequences for
Britain’s nuclear deterrence. AUVs coupled with the previously mentioned improvements in
sonar and sensing technology could prove devastating to SSBN ‘invisibility’. This would offer
adversaries the ability to detect, track and potentially attack SSBNs, removing Britain’s secondstrike capability (Vincent Boulanin, 2020). The decreasing cost of producing AUVs is concerning
as they have the potential to be manufactured and deployed on a huge scale, being able to
cover vast swathes of ocean, or maintain a continuous presence in the vicinity of HMNB Clyde,
evading countermeasures.
AI will also have consequences for Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD), enabling faster detection,
early warning and targeting (Vincent Boulanin, 2020). Autonomous BMD systems would not
only alter the detection, allowing for greater speed when calculating the target, but also the
decision-making process, intercepting the missile faster than ever before. The emergence of
hypersonic technology, championed by the US, Russia and China (Reif, 2018), also threatens to
improve BMD by intercepting the missile earlier due to its increased speed, travelling between 5
000 km/h and 25 000 km/h (Ibid.). More autonomous BMD, using hypersonic technology, has
the potential to defeat a British second strike during the Trident missile’s flight. With the limited
missile capacity of the Dreadnaught class SSBN and maintaining only one continuously at sea,
the British deterrence is vulnerable to the enhanced BMD (Futter, 2015) over the next twentyfive years.
Britain must be at the cutting edge of research and development into AI and SSBN detection in
order to gain a strategic advantage. Development of Britain’s own systems to counter SSBNs
will allow it to derive technology both to maintain the ‘invisibility’ of its own deterrence and to
counter adversaries’ equipment.
Increased globalisation, advancements in technology and the growing power of the internet and
social media have created new threats, contributing to, to quote Clausewitz ‘the changing
character of warfare’ (Clausewitz, 1832). This essay has highlighted and discussed three
threats to British national security. Both currently and in the near future, all pose a risk to the UK
within the next twenty-five years. The current use of disinformation by both state and no-state
actors to destabilise and weaken Britain poses a huge threat. The UK must work alongside
social media firms, increasing public and private sector cooperation whilst, most importantly,
educating the targets of disinformation, the public, of the real danger and identifying
disinformation. The emerging Islamist insurgencies on the African continent, destabilising the
region and creating a hot bed of Islamist extremism, must be addressed. British armed forces
should be deployed to counter the insurgencies through conventional warfighting and training
nations’ forces, consolidating the influence of ‘global Britain’. Finally, the rise of AI, improving
sonar and SSBN detection and BMD will threaten the effectiveness of Britain’s strategic nuclear
deterrence in the near future, posing an existential threat. The UK must champion research and
development into these areas in order to gain a technological advantage over potential
adversaries, whilst also observing ways to counter the emerging technology. Britain has
historically been famed for fighting the previous war, now it’s time to turn her gaze to the future.
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Abstract
Technology is very much a part of our everyday lives. However, long-term government policy
often lags far behind technological developments and is of growing concern with regard to the
increasing threat from authoritarian regimes. There is therefore a need to develop strategies
which align with the development of technology. In order to meet this moving target, UK
policymakers must think with greater foresight if Britain is to maintain its core democratic values.
The present essay discusses the future threats of: (1) more sophisticated and impactful
disinformation campaigns and (2) cyberattacks preying on technological vulnerabilities in critical
infrastructure.
To produce long-term solutions to these problems, the present paper suggests that the UK
must: (1) focus on the inclusion of educational programmes such as media literacy skills in the
national curriculum and (2) ensure technological sovereignty in British infrastructure. Taking
these steps may mean that the UK is better able to deter the increasing threat of attacks on
democracy and bolster national security for the next 25 years.
Despite the arrival of COVID-19, it would appear that the world is becoming a better place.
Global life expectancy continues to rise (Wang et al., 2020) and global poverty continues to fall
(Jolliffe and Prydz, 2021). Improvements in global living standards are largely due to
technological advancements (Elmaghraby and Losavio, 2014; Pham et al., 2020), particularly
those made in the last 20 years (Martínez-García, 2013). However, the exponential rate at
which technology develops (Rosenbach and Mansted, 2018) makes it increasingly difficult for
regulation and policy to keep up (Barlow, 2018). UK policymakers therefore face a growing
challenge as they consider the rapidly evolving capabilities of technology.
How will democracy be threatened?
In theory, technology should facilitate transparent and effective democracy (Schuler, 2020). In
fact, the opposite has happened: technological advancements have allowed those seeking to
undermine democracy to wage low-cost but impactful political warfare (Polyakova and Boyer,
2018). Prevailing technologies have increased the pervasiveness and success of political
warfare campaigns, as the ‘internet of things’ (IoT) has allowed agents to have direct access to
targets and enabled them to disguise their intent (Omand, 2018). Modern tactics include
disinformation, cyberattacks, and political subversion, all of which share the same objective: to
sow confusion and distrust (Polyakova and Boyer, 2018; Rosenberger and Gorman, 2020) in
democratic processes and institutions (Paterson and Hanley, 2020). With the increasing
reliance of democracies on new technologies (Rudner, 2013) and the rapid shift in technological
capabilities, the threats to democracies merit ever-growing concern (Landon-Murray et al.,
2019).
Tactics will only worsen over time as it becomes harder for both humans and technology to
distinguish real from falsified audio, video, or online personalities. Authoritarian states like China
and Russia have invested heavily in Artificial Intelligence (AI), with China’s AI investment
constituting 60% of global investment – the largest in the world (Wang and Zhang, 2020).
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Although Russia lags far behind, it is still capable of becoming a leading nation in AI technology
(Saveliev and Zhurenkov, 2020). The threat of political warfare is not only limited to the likes of
China and Russia. These tools appeal to other authoritarian nations seeking to undermine
democracy, and Western nations will come up against greater threats of disinformation as
technology evolves and proliferates in the coming years (Paterson and Hanley, 2020; Polyakova
and Boyer, 2018).
The 2017 #MacronLeaks disinformation campaign is one example. Russian intelligence agents
were linked to fake Facebook personae created to spy on and spread disinformation about
French presidential candidate Emmanuel Macron. They were also reported to be responsible for
the leaking a series of emails from campaign officials prior to the election (Menn, 2017),
including fake documents claiming that Macron had a secret offshore bank account (De
Haldevang, 2017). However, the attempt failed – it neither interfered in the election nor divided
the French public (Conley and Jeangène Vilmer, 2018).
Suggested solution: Media literacy skills
How then should the UK respond? One explanation for the failure of the #MacronLeaks attack is
that critical thinking and healthy scepticism are embedded within French culture (Jeangène
Vilmer, 2021). The French media environment consists predominantly of mainstream and critical
sources and is largely free of tabloid-style outlets and the ‘alternative’ websites which are more
likely to be found in the UK (Conley and Jeangène Vilmer, 2018). Additionally, disinformation is
more likely to be believed when an individual lacks the ability to critically evaluate media
information presented to them (Pennycook and Rand, 2019). The media literacy skills of the
French public are likely to have been a valuable tool in combatting the #MacronLeaks
disinformation campaign.
In a study by Vraga and Tully (2016), students were shown either a public service
announcement (PSA) or not before viewing a political talk show. They were then asked to
evaluate the talk show on its accuracy, credibility, and its informative capacity. Those who saw
the PSA beforehand were better able to critically evaluate the talk show than those who did not
see the PSA. Notably, the most significant effect was found in those who watched the PSA and
had been taught news media literacy as part of their undergraduate course. The authors
conclude: ‘if students receive media literacy education in their classrooms, small “injections” of
media literacy in their lives could help these individuals apply critical thinking skills more
regularly’ (p.450).
There is now a strong argument for nations to provide their citizens with media literacy skills so
that they may critically appreciate their media environment (Anderson and Rainie, 2020; Ireton
and Posetti, 2018). Vraga and Tully’s (2016) study implies that such skills are most effective
when taught in a modular way as opposed to singular sessions. Long-term media literacy
interventions have also supported the idea of teaching those skills in institutional settings
(Hobbs and Frost, 2003; Kamerer, 2013; Watson and Vaughn, 2006). Sustained investment in
educational institutions may therefore be the solution to the ever-changing threat of media
disinformation (Seger et al., 2020). Educational policymakers should also consider, in particular,
the inclusion of media literacy skills as part of the national school curriculum to provide future
generations with the ability to critically assess media information.
Importantly, this would champion the core democratic value of freedom of the media. The ability
of democratic nations to respond to information attacks from authoritarian states is weakened as
the very media freedoms which they seek to uphold fail to distinguish between information and
disinformation. This allows those should they so wish, to exploit this opportunity, essentially
unhindered in their proliferation of politically-damaging narratives. It is therefore inherently
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problematic for a democracy to redact information in such a way that does not promote the very
authoritarianism from which it is attempting to differentiate itself. Consequently, an asymmetry is
created that puts democratic nations at a tactical disadvantage (Paterson and Hanley, 2020). If
it equipped its citizens with media literacy skills, the UK would demonstrate that it does not have
to respond to disinformation attacks by succumbing to the censorship of authoritarianism.
How will UK infrastructure be threatened?
Political warfare tactics will not just focus on disinformation. Future attacks on democracy will
likely involve the targeting of critical infrastructure (Polyakova and Boyer, 2018). Western
infrastructure is increasingly dependent on the IoT as cities increase their reliance on smart
technology (Caragliu et al., 2011; Rosenbach and Mansted, 2018). Technological developments
continually enable the networked use of infrastructure in areas such as finance, health, and
transport (He et al., 2016; Wells et al., 2014) and if these new technological structures are not
maintained or updated, weaknesses may soon arise that allow for their exploitation (Hemme,
2015; Stoddart, 2016).
An offensive targeting Western infrastructure may have a fictitious ring, but it is already reality in
parts of Eastern Europe. In 2015, an orchestrated attack on Ukraine’s electrical grid occurred
that left over 200,000 without electricity on Christmas Eve. Hackers managed to circumvent
password access and disable the electricity grid and backup generators, causing the biggest
known cyberattack made on an infrastructure system to date (Whitehead et al., 2017). The
Ukrainian government claimed that the attack was instigated by Russian intelligence group
Sandworm, whose malware has since been detected in companies responsible for US
infrastructure (FireEye, 2016). More concerning is that Ukraine’s cyber-defence (firewalls,
manual controls, two-factor authorisation and segmented access) was more secure than that of
the US at the time (Greenberg, 2017). As it stands, Western nations are ill-prepared to respond
to such an attack (Hennessey, 2017).
The Ukraine attack demonstrates the importance of addressing vulnerabilities of infrastructure,
as technological structures must therefore employ better-designed systems and more extensive
security technologies (Farrell and Schneier, 2018). It should come as some reassurance to
learn that the UK was rated the most cyber-secure nation by the Global Cybersecurity Index
(ITU, 2019) and the work of GCHQ in respect of the recent #WannaCry cyberattack by North
Korea is a good example. However, this should not be taken for granted and long-term policy is
needed to meet emerging issues (Cameron et al., 2021). In particular, the slowly evolving
nature of climate change, global warming, and structural upkeep of infrastructure necessitate
long-term development strategies to bolster the security of national infrastructure (Evans et al.,
2020).
Suggested solution: Infrastructural sovereignty
Material infrastructure is required for democracy to function effectively, which itself requires
maintenance (Schuler, 2020). For decades, the UK has relied on Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) in its infrastructure as a substitute for government expenditure (Inderst, 2017; Pollitt,
2002). FDI in Western infrastructure from emergent economies has increased in recent years,
spearheaded by China (McKinsey, 2013). Foreign ownership (shareholding) of UK infrastructure
is roughly 40% (Inderst, 2017) with the Chinese state owning sizable stakes in British transport,
steel, water, oil and nuclear power (Eaton, 2020). While Pinsent Masons (2014) have predicted
far larger investments in UK infrastructure from China over the next few years, a Sunday Times
investigation published online on 2 May 2021 showed that Chinese investors had ‘amassed a
portfolio of UK businesses, infrastructure, property … worth nearly £135 billion, almost twice as
much as was previously suspected’. The investments have taken place since 2019, even
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though ‘relations between Britain and China have grown increasingly tense’ (Watts and Nimmo,
2021).
This leaves Britain vulnerable to foreign powers whose intentions may not match the national
interests of the UK (Rudner, 2013). For example, there have been cases of Chinese FDI in
Europe that have facilitated the transfer of critical technology to Chinese military and industrial
complexes that in turn has allowed for the technological advancement of their authoritarian
capabilities (Kratz et al., 2020). Chinese FDI often comes from state-owned banks and likely
serves a greater political purpose, even with regard to seemingly benign investments (Miettinen,
2020). The true goal of Chinese FDI in Western infrastructure remains to be seen as
investments in the UK boast very little economic benefit to Chinese investors (Pettis, 2019).
Profiting from the singular concessions of foreign investors such as China is therefore not in the
interest of national security (Ferchen et al., 2018). Instead, in the interests of technological
sovereignty and national security, public policy should be circumspect of foreign ownership
(Morozov and Bria, 2018). The UK has only very recently strengthened its powers to screen
foreign investment with the enactment of the National Security and Investment Act 2021. The
enactment on 29 April 2021 is very late as Britain had been one of the few Western economies
that did not have standalone FDI legislation. Australia, for example, enacted more rigorous
powers over a year ago (Heim and Ribberink, 2021) and the UK’s new FDI policies remain
worryingly ambiguous (Lai, 2021) – more must be done to ensure the technological sovereignty
of Britain’s infrastructure and support the work of the DSTL in protecting Homeland Security.
Systems science may be able to help in the strategic design of technological infrastructure
(Grafius et al., 2020). Due to growing urbanisation, the technological components of modern
infrastructure are increasingly integrated in order to provide reliable and effective service (Amin,
2010). However, this means that the overall infrastructure is highly vulnerable to cyberattacks
due to the uniformity and interdependence of its components (Helbing, 2013; Rinaldi et al.,
2001). Homogeneity in technological infrastructure can therefore be exploited in targeted
attacks (Armstrong et al., 2009). For example, the current market is inclined to cloud storage
which weakens diversity. If nations were to instead take charge and adopt their own
technological infrastructures, the resultant cyber-diversity would drastically reduce the potential
threat of an infrastructural cyberattack (Forrest et al., 2013; Salamat et al., 2009). In turn, the
security of other democratic nations would increase if the UK were to develop and invest in its
own unique technological infrastructure. Systems science may therefore inform current
infrastructure to ensure technological sovereignty and national security (Forrest et al., 2013).
The need for long-term policy
Arthur Koestler was conscious of the gulf between the development of new technologies and its
governing policies. In his 1941 work Darkness at Noon, Koestler explains that ‘every leap of
technical progress brings with it a relative intellectual regression of the masses, a decline in
their political maturity’ (p.176). The greater strides in technological advancements have further
emphasised his point 80 years later and will continue to do so. It is therefore in the interest of
national security for long-term planning not only to be aware of future shocks such as
disinformation campaigns, but also to be able to respond to complex issues (Cameron et al.,
2021) such as increased foreign ownership of UK infrastructure.
Overall, the benefits of future technological innovations will far outweigh the risks when
democratic freedoms are observed and safeguarded (Elmaghraby and Losavio, 2014). Britain
currently has the technological advantage, but this will ebb over time (Polyakova and Boyer,
2018) as the business of maintaining the UK’s security proves an increasingly complex task
over the next 25 years. If Britain is to prevent the future threats of mass disinformation
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campaigns and infrastructure cyberattacks then democratic values must continue to inform
policy (Landon-Murray et al., 2019). The present paper argues that this can be achieved
through the inclusion of media literacy skills in the national curriculum and ensuring the
technological sovereignty of Britain’s infrastructure. Ultimately, the UK must prepare for the next
move in political warfare by being far-sighted in its policymaking.
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1. Introduction
Information in the UK is controlled by a small number of unregulated and profit-seeking
companies. However, it is not only tech giants like Facebook or Twitter that pose a threat to UK
security. Indeed, other companies are disseminating dangerous information without
consequence, all while siphoning millions of taxpayers’ money into corporate profits. These
companies are scientific publishers, who exploit the academic sciences for profit. To preserve
profits, the companies make scientific research expensive and inaccessible. In doing so, these
companies deny citizens the access to vitally important research. Additionally, publishing
companies are completely unregulated, resulting in the distribution of dangerous, poorly
executed, or fraudulent research. Furthermore, the publication of illegitimate and dangerous
information will only become easier over the next 25 years. This essay will highlight the growing
threat of scientific publishing to UK security and how it can be addressed.

2. The Current State of Scientific Publishing
2.1. Why scientists publish
Academic scientists must share their research. In this way, other scientists can build upon their
findings to advance knowledge and help the public. To share their discoveries, scientists publish
articles in peer-reviewed journals [1].
A peer-reviewed journal aims to publish only scientifically robust articles. Peer reviewers are
experts in a relevant field who give feedback on submitted publications. After taking this
feedback into account, an editor employed by the journal decides whether to publish a given
article. In theory, this system should only allow ethical and rigorous work to be published [1].
Scientists usually aim to publish their work in widely-read “high impact” journals. An impact
factor of a journal is a value which relates to how frequently the journal’s articles are cited, and a
journal with a large “impact factor” is considered high impact [1]. Scientists are incentivised to
publish in high impact journals. For example, the UK Research Excellence Framework (REF)
rewards universities whose scientists produce highly cited work. Therefore, although impact
factors are not directly considered by REF, scientists who publish in high impact journals are
more likely to have their research ranked as “excellent” [2].
2.2 The publishing business model
Following peer review, an article is published online and in physical copies of the journal.
However, journals make readers to pay high fees to access any of their articles. In the case of
higher education, universities can access many articles by paying millions of pounds to access
a bundle of journals owned by a single publisher. Ultimately, almost all scientific research is
fenced behind a paywall, inaccessible to members of the public, scientists working in industry,
journalists, and even the UK government. This is particularly backwards, as the government and
taxpayers pay for much research [3,4].
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Scientists and peer reviewers receive little-to-no benefit from the research being paywalled.
Neither authors nor peer reviewers are paid for their work. In fact, authors submitting
manuscripts often have to pay the journal publishing fees. Ultimately, this means that academic
publishing is one of the most profitable businesses in existence [3,4]. A desire to maintain this
profitable business model is now generating security threats.
2.3 Propagation of dangerous or illegitimate articles
Many journals publish research which could be considered dangerous if used with the malicious
intentions. For example, the journal Nature Protocols has published an article on the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the virus responsible for the Covid-19
pandemic. This publication provides step-by-step instructions for how to evolve deadly new
variants of the virus. These instructions could be understood and repeated by anyone with an
undergraduate degree in biology [5], meaning the publication could effectively provide
instructions to potential bioterrorists. Despite these risks, Nature publishing group decided to
publish the paper because it is attention-grabbing and topical, meaning it will likely be highlycited and help maintain Nature Methods’ high impact factor. Because academic publishers are
unregulated, Nature Methods could publish this information without seeking any external
approval [1].
The study published in Nature Methods was scientifically legitimate, even if the results should
not be accessible to a wide audience. However, now many “predatory journals” are publishing
completely illegitimate articles. A predatory journal is a scientific publisher that claims to perform
peer review but will actually publish anything submitted if a fee is paid by the authors. Because
predatory journals are willing to publish anything, they often disseminate invalid research.
Alarmingly, the number of predatory journals is substantially increasing, and will likely continue
to increase over the next 25 years [6,7].

3. Threats to UK security posed by publishers
3.1 Spread of misinformation
The misinformation published by predatory journals poses a threat to UK security. For example,
predatory journals have published articles making unsubstantiated claims that 5G could spread
Covid-19 [8, 9]. Although these publications are illegitimate, it can be difficult to identify them as
such. Predatory journals have official-sounding names and some are even archived in public
databases, and, usually, only experts can distinguish predatory journals from legitimate sources
[7]. As a result, dangerous publications can give a veneer of legitimacy to conspiracy theories.
The spread of this misinformation poses a threat to UK security, as illustrated by attacks on and
vandalization of 5G towers [10].
3.2 Availability of dangerous information
Even legitimate journals can publish dangerous articles. Examples include multiple publications
detailing the nucleic acid and protein sequences of the H5N1 bird flu and the Spanish influenza
viruses [10]. As such, malicious actors now have access to all the information required to
resurrect and engineer a biological entity capable of being used as a deadly weapon. In other
words, scientific publishers put UK security at risk to benefit their own profits. In some cases,
governmental agencies advise publishers about whether an article should be published,
however, journals have no legal obligation to comply with this guidance [11].
3.3 Diversion of resources away from legitimate threats
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SciHub is a website that lets anyone illegally bypass the paywalls of academic journals to
access publications. Despite its illegality, many scientists support SciHub because it makes
science accessible [12]. SciHub has been labelled a security threat because of speculation that
SciHub hacks universities to access research articles and putative links between SciHub’s
founder and Russian intelligence [13]. However, there is no evidence linking SciHub to any
intelligence organisation nor proof that SciHub exists for any purpose other than to bypass
journal paywalls [13]. Furthermore, it is unclear why shutting down SciHub would deter hacking,
as universities can be hacked with or without the existence of SciHub.
Governmental security organisations appear to have been misled by academic publishers who
are usually responsible for the publications of these allegations against SciHub [13]. As a result,
UK and US governments have opened investigations into SciHub [13, 14]. Therefore, security
organisations are effectively being misled and misallocating resources because scientific
publishers wish to protect their paywalls. However, it is the unregulated publishers themselves
who pose the legitimate risk to UK security.

4. Anticipated Trends in Scientific Publishing
4.1 Scientific research will become more accessible
Fortunately, some problems with scientific publishing are being addressed. Notably, publishing
giants like Springer Nature have committed to having open access options for all of their
journals [15]. As a result, the public will have greater access to scientific literature over the next
25 years. These changes have been forced by the enactment of “Plan S” and similar initiatives,
which are driven by scientists and funding organisations who demand that all publicly-funded
research is free to access [16]. By giving more people access to primary research, much
misinformation can be combatted and fact checked. Therefore, scientists and funding bodies
have helped combat the security threat posed by publishers.
4.2 The rise of alternative publications
It is not always efficient to distribute scientific research through peer-reviewed academic
journals. This is because traditional publishing is a slow and arduous process that can even
take years [1]. This is a serious problem during emergencies, for example, the Covid-19
pandemic. To address concerns like this, scientists use BioRxv, an alternative way to rapidly
publish research. BioRxv is a service that publishes “preprints”, articles that have not yet been
peer-reviewed that are published immediately after submission and are free to access. Over the
next 25 years, millions of preprints will be posted using BioRxv [17].
BioRxv poses a potential security risk. Recently, there have been multiple cases of inaccurate
articles being published on the website throughout the course of the pandemic [17]. Conversely,
hundreds of legitimate research articles have been published on BioRxv throughout the
pandemic, immediately giving scientists access to vital discoveries [17,18]. Commendably,
BioRxv took steps during the pandemic to block further publications that were obviously poorlyresearched or made extreme claims [19]. As a result, BioRxv is both beneficial and threatening
to UK security. The recently implemented high standards of BioRxv will be crucial for UK
security, given that BioRxv will have a growing influence on the publishing industry in the next
25 years.
4.3 Information overload will be a growing problem in academic science
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There is an overload of scientific articles, and this problem will continue to grow in the next 25
years. Every day, thousands of research articles are published, and many academics sift
through hundreds of articles daily. The number of articles published is also growing
exponentially, meaning this problem will only get worse [20].
This overload of new information poses a risk to science and UK security. The more articles that
are published, the fewer that are thoroughly scrutinised. This creates an environment where
illegitimate research can be published even in legitimate journals. For example, a poorlyexecuted study claimed that hydroxylchloroquine was an effective Covid-19 treatment [20]. This
study was not legitimate, but was published in a journal owned by publishing giant Elsevier. This
gave the publication an appearance of credibility, even though it was eventually discredited by
other investigations [21]. However, the existence of the publication had already threatened UK
and global security. Innumerable resources were wasted on further clinical trials using
hydroxychloroquine [22], and conspiracy theories were further fuelled by this illegitimate
research. Alarmingly, Elsevier has not retracted the hydroxychloroquine study, and has even
included it in a special collection of articles relevant to the Covid-19 pandemic [20].
In the case of hydroxychloroquine, at least further research addressed the dangers posed by
the original article. However, with an ever-growing number of publications, much research
regarding less topical subjects is simply never scrutinised. Perhaps then it is unsurprising that
nearly 70% of scientists say they have been unable to reproduce the discoveries published by
other scientists [23]. With decreasing scrutiny on individual articles, more poorly executed and
dangerous studies will be published in the coming years.

5. Potential mitigation measures
The government can protect the UK from the threats posed by scientific publishers. Simply put,
scientific publishers should be regulated. Any journal that publishes false or dangerous
information should be face fines or, in the case of predatory journals, enforced closures. Note
that such regulations would not infringe on free speech. Just like the rest of society, academic
publishers do not have the right to put the public at risk by deliberately disseminating false
information.
Additionally, an independent regulator should ensure that research posing a security threat is
not published. Experts should work with the regulatory body, similarly how the scientific advisory
committee has worked with the UK government throughout the Covid-19 pandemic. With the
help of experts, the committee could recommend if certain articles should be blocked from
publication entirely or put under embargo for a limited time. Once again, failure to comply with
regulatory guidance should lead to sanctions towards offending journals. For example, this
committee would likely have prevented the publication of the Nature Methods paper detailing
how to evolve new SARS-CoV-2 variants.
The UK government should also invest in platforms that enable the responsible sharing of
scientific research. BioRxv performs an important public service, but it has not always prevented
the publication of dangerous articles. The UK government should provide funding to BioRxv so it
has the resources to maintain the high ethical standards it has implemented after the start of the
Covid-19 pandemic. If all preprints can be screened in a similar manner, BioRxv will no longer
pose a relevant security risk to the UK. This strategy would help make science more accessible,
ensure that legitimate science can be shared quickly, and prevent the publication of clearly
illegitimate research.
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Finally, the UK government must change the culture of academic science. For example,
universities and researchers are consistently rewarded for publishing in high impact journals.
However, scientists should be rewarded for research that benefits the public good, not attentiongrabbing research that simply garners citations. Therefore, the UK government must reform how
universities are assessed. In this way, the government will de-incentive practices that have
caused scientific publishing to grow into a security threat.

6. Conclusion
Academic publishing will continue to pose a risk to UK security over the next 25 years.
Currently, publishers can distribute misinformation, often giving it a veneer of legitimacy in the
process. Problems are exacerbated by an academic culture that rewards “high-impact” articles.
Predatory journals, BioRxv, and information overload mean it will become even easier to publish
illegitimate research in the next 25 years. However, by implementing regulations on academic
publishers, the UK can stop this security threat. In doing so, the UK government can facilitate
scientific publishing that is open, ethical, and safe.
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Abstract
The acute risk of biological substances to public health and national security has never been
higher. The recent severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Ebola
outbreaks have shown how rapidly an infectious disease can spread in a local setting, as well
as globally, with devastating outcomes. Due to increased globalisation and deforestation, these
potential pandemic events are also becoming increasingly likely through natural zoonotic
transmission. However, due to the advent of genetic synthesis and engineering, humans have
the capability to manipulate the genetic code of pathogenic viruses to increase, for example,
transmissibility and mortality. Recent advancements in biotechnology are making genetic
material easier to obtain and much cheaper. Even though these processes undergo screening
and international agreements are signed by large-scale manufacturers, advanced technologies
are making small-scale genetic synthesis by individual laboratoriesincreasingly viable. This
createsthe potential for DNA to be synthesised withoutscreening and stringent regulation, in a
capacity which global genetic material manufacturers forgo. Now information is freely available
to anyone with an internet connection, due to open-access servers and the rise in popularity in
of pre-print servers, making it possible to obtain DNA sequences without barriers. This
combination of ease of access to information and advancing technology in genetic
synthesisincreases the risk of these organisms being obtained and manipulated with malicious
intent. Technological advancements should be welcomed and utilised, however, this creates a
need for the United Kingdom (UK) to be vigilant and agile with the underlying threats they pose.

Introduction into Genetic Synthesis
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is composed of a double stranded polymeric chain of molecules
called nucleotides, structured in a helical shape, and are present in all organisms (Crick and
Watson, 1954; Alberts et al., 2002; Frazer et al., 2003) These DNA macromolecules code for
protein synthesis and imperative for functionality and reproduction; and are unique to each
organism. (Alberts et al., 2002) Viruses operate in much in the same capacity, however, can
either contain DNA or ribonucleic acid (RNA) as genetic material. (Wolf et al., 2018) Genetic
information is transferrable between different organisms and can be introduced to generate
novel functionality. (Alberts et al., 2002; Khan et al., 2016; Kunjapur, Pfingstag and Thompson,
2018) Being able to efficiently synthesise genetic information makes it possible to be able to
genetically modify organisms. (Ellis, Adie and Baldwin, 2011; Hughes and Ellington, 2017; Katz
et al., 2018).
Recent advances in modern genetic synthesis have paved the way for an innovative and vibrant
biotechnology industry. The importance of this technology has been highlighted most recently
with the COVID-19 pandemic with the rapid development of RNA-based vaccines (van
Doremalen et al., 2020). Other applications include strengthening the UK’s commitment to a
carbon neutral economy by shifting the reliance on the manufacture of high-value chemicals
from petroleum-based feedstocks to a bio-based industry in which synthetic biologists and
metabolic engineers can valorise renewable and waste feedstocks, such as simple sugars, in
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living microorganisms. (Shears, 2019) Increased emphasis by industry on more sustainable
processes have increased research in the area and made use of genetically modified strains of
organisms. (Tang and Zhao, 2009; Singh, 2011) With technological advancements, such as the
examples highlighted, this just gives a small illustration of the potential benefits of the ongoing
development of genetic synthesis. This has the potential to significantly impact the UK, helping
tackle many of the major long-term global issues and help the UK government achieve its
commitment to net zero by 2050. (Delisi, 2019; Shears, 2019)

The Increasing Demand for Commercial Gene Synthesis
Due to efficiency and cost, the vast majority of genes are synthesised by major manufacturers
based in the USA, Germany and China, using enzymatic methods. (Engels and Uhlmann, 1989;
Casimiro, Wright and Dyson, 1997; Tucker, 2010) Due to the resources available to industry
and having high throughput DNA synthesis technologies in place, prices per genes have
dropped dramatically over the recent decades and now fall around 5% annually. (Carlson, 2018)
This drive is making biotechnology more economically viable to invest in and there has been an
increase in demand for gene synthesis as more research is going into the sector. (Kunjapur,
Pfingstag and Thompson, 2018; Senior, 2020)
This expanding scientific community show a collaborative approach to freely sharing information
and raw data, such as genetic sequences, through journal publications and open-access
databases i.e. UniProt, leading to scientists being able to use each other’s findings to aid their
own research. (van Aken and Hammond, 2003) However, there is an element of trust, with the
assumption that this information will be used ethically. (Teixeira da Silva and Dobránszki, 2015)
Of concern is the misuse of genetic databases along with continually evolving literature on
pathogenicity mechanisms and how different pathogens evade the human immune system.
(Pearson, 2000; Fraser and Dando, 2001; Reding and Eaton, 2020) This increased knowledge
can facilitate the development of biological weapons and pose a threat to the UK.

Protective Measures
The greatest concern is that synthetic DNA can be used to engineer a novel pathogen, resurrect
a virus, such as smallpox, or modify an existing virus to increase mortality or transmissibility.
(Tucker, 2010) Many viral/bacterial genetic sequences are freely made available through open
access databases, therefore, entirely possible. In 2002, this was achieved by J. Cello and coworkers in the de novo synthesis of a cell-free infectious poliovirus and more recently, horsepox,
by Noyce and co-workers. (Cello, Paul and Wimmer, 2002; Noyce, Lederman and Evans, 2018)
Owing to their low lethality, these viruses would not be considered an effective bioweapon.
However, it serves a reminder of the risks if repeated with a virus with a much higher mortality
rate. (van Aken and Hammond, 2003)
As most genetic synthesis is conducted via major industry partners currently, this makes the
ability to control and monitor the material being synthesised simpler. (Evans and Selgelid, 2015)
Industry realised the biosecurity risks and the potential consequences, and are now monitoring
all genetic material ordered through their platform. (Fischer and Maurer, 2010) Blue Heron
Biotech, LLC was the first major gene synthesis company to put measures in place, using only
verified customers and carrying out continuous screening of all orders for restricted DNA
sequences. (Tucker, 2010) This has now been extended to the 6 leading companies in the
sector forming the International Consortium for Polynucleotide Synthesis (ICPS) and in 2010,
the United States Department of Health and Human Services published a screening framework
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for genetic synthesis manufacturers. (Diggans and Leproust, 2019) The development of fast and
reliable genetic sequencing detection software increases the ability to screen the vast number of
orders that are being placed. Currently, a blackwatch software has been formulated to screen
DNA being ordered relating to pathogenicity and enhances the biosurveillance of potentially
harmful organisms. (Tucker, 2010)
However, these screening efforts would be in vain if the regulations are not enforced by
governments on an international scale. Currently, measures are industry led and largely
voluntary. Several international treaties are in place to restrict gene synthesis, however, there
are several countries yet to promote ethical screening practices, including a global leader;
China, also there are no meaningful verification procedures agreed with the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC) treaty. (Tucker, 2010; Kemp et al., 2021) Therefore, efforts need to be
increased to encourage global cooperation in screening efforts to safeguard global biosecurity
along with stricter legislation at government level.

Advancing Technologies
Leading gene synthesis companies are now using state of the art facilities and technologies to
drive production rates and increase turnover. (Kosuri and Church, 2014; Hughes and Ellington,
2017) However, technologies are being developed to make it quicker and easier to synthesise
genes. (Kosuri and Church, 2014) For example, typically in nature DNA synthesis requires DNA
templates, however, an enzyme initially identified from the immune system of mammals (Motea
and Berdis, 2010), terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), is able to add free nucleotides
onto the end of sequences. (Bollum, 1962; Eisenstein, 2020) Recent work by S. Palluk et al.
(2018) have been able to harness this enzyme to be able to add free nucleotides in a controlled
manner with yields comparable to current synthesis techniques. (Palluk et al., 2018; Barthel et
al., 2020) The potential for this technology is vast if optimised, as it can potentially create larger
DNA strands (around 1 kb) which are currently inaccessible with existing chemical methods and
paves the way for a new mass market of DNA printing, similar to a 3D-printer. (Eisenstein,
2020) As such, DNAScript®, have recently incorporated this TdT technology into a prototype
benchtop DNA printer, indicating this will be commercially available within the next couple of
years. (Perkel, 2019; EDS - DNA Script, 2021) The ability to inexpensively synthesise DNA
quickly would enable start-up companies and smaller suppliers to gain a foothold in this
industry, as well as eventually leading to individual laboratories being able to routinely
synthesise genes on-site. There are many other companies also developing advanced DNA
synthesis platforms. One such company, Evonetix®, are incorporating a designed silicon chip
controlling the synthesis of DNA at different reaction sites in parallel by controlling the
temperature to selectively deprotect strands of DNA before new bases are added. (Kirk, 2019)
In 2020, Evonetix® agreed a collaboration with Analog Devices® to scale-up and manufacture
devices for this technology to be able to go commercial with their desktop DNA writer. (Evonetix
and Analog Devices Collaborate on Third-Generation DNA Synthesis Platform, 2020)
These examples highlight the rapid developments in this sector, driving growth in biotechnology
research. However, there still needs to be caution and close monitoring from the UK biosecurity
authorities of new DNA technologies coming to market. As DNA synthesis becomes more
accessible, the regulation of gene manufacture will become increasingly problematic. (Wang
and Zhang, 2019) Individual laboratories and smaller start-up companies will not have the same
access to screening software and until stringent regulation of these expanded capabilities
comes into law, this creates a potentialroute for illicit use and creates an opportunity for a black
market in DNA synthesisto emerge.
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The potential threat to public security
With the ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic costing countless lives and causing global
economies to dramatically suffer, the UK has a first-hand account of how a biological threat can
impact the world around us. A virus or another pathogenic species which has an increased
mortality rate spreading globally should be of utmost concern. Evolving technology increases
the capabilities to synthesise large DNA fragments and whole genomes of viruses and
pathogens. (Cello, Paul and Wimmer, 2002; Kosuri and Church, 2014). As advancements in
genetic synthesis make DNA/RNA more accessible, this makes bio-surveillance increasingly
difficult as the network of manufacturers/distributors increase. This increases the likelihood that
organised crime groups, terrorist organisations and outlaw states are able to obtain genetic
material, posing a greater threat to national security. (Evans and Selgelid, 2015)
This threat is genuine as increasing tensions arise around the world with the rise of terrorist
organisations and hostile autocratic regimes. The BWC states defensive bioweapon
programmes are permitted (Leitenberg, 2003); however, this does not stop clandestine
development of offensive bioweapons as not all countries in the world have signed and ratified
this treaty. Current intelligence suggest that Russia, Syria, Iran, North Korea and China also
have extensive state-sponsored bioweapons programs, some of which have links to terrorist
organisations, which lack transparency in the international community. (Leitenberg, 2001; van
Aken and Hammond, 2003; Pfluke, 2019).
Facing a threat of this magnitude, an international treaty is inadequate unless vigilant
international monitoring procedures are undertaken. This threat will increase in the coming
years with the development of accessible genetic material and evolving literature being made
available. (Fraser and Dando, 2001) Therefore, the BWC treaty should be revisited and
reviewed, and the UK should be agile to the threat and impose more stringent measures on
monitoring domestic genetic synthesis and the import/export of such material worldwide.

Suggested Solutions
Moving forward, national and global governance needs to develop as DNA technology evolves,
achieving a balance to facilitate the benefits alongside the increasing risk they pose. (Fraser
and Dando, 2001; Kemp et al., 2021) As DNA synthesis capabilities expand, so will the
companies and laboratories which have these capabilities, therefore, it is critical bio-surveillance
is available to all developers and producers to promote good practice and minimise the
increased risks. The information of said risks and national biosafety rules should also be
effectively communicated to the scientific community to increase accountability of the individual
laboratory.
Currently, bio-surveillance and monitoring policy is mostly set by the private sector, however if
national and global biosecurity is to be maintained in this new dawn of biotechnology,
governmental regulation will have to increase. (Fischer and Maurer, 2010; Kemp et al., 2021)
Therefore, it should be of uppermost importance to government to promptly develop new policy
and legislation. The nuclear threat initiative (NTI) is a non-profit global organisation which works
towards increasing knowledge and awareness of the increase in biotechnological
advancements and reducing the risk of biological material being misused. This organisation
helps and encourages governments and the private sector to work collaboratively towards
creating effective policies and frameworks to reduce this global threat. So more widely, working
with the NTI, ICPS and the International Association of Synthetic Biology (IASB), the UK needs
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to be a global leader in harmonising a new universal code of conduct in synthetic biology, which
currently does not exist, and evolving strictly enforced monitoring mechanisms for developing
new DNA synthesis technologies. (Fischer and Maurer, 2010)
Additionally, full international cooperation and enhanced global governance of any new
mechanisms is required. (Roffey et al., 2002) Consequently, there needs to be further dialogue
with states and stakeholders to implement any proposed rules and harsh sanctions to anyone
who fails to comply. This should develop alongside new on-site verification procedures by the
BWC. Such procedures would aim to minimise the risk of new DNA technologies but would
need to be under constant review.

Conclusions
Biotechnological advancements underpin the future development of a greener economy and
society. As a world leader in synthetic biology and biotechnology, the UK is at the forefront of
advancements in the sector. However, this also requires the UK to lead the monitoring and
surveillance of biological material. The advancements in DNA synthesis are making genetic
material easily accessible and cheaper, which is driving innovative R&D at an unprecedented
rate. However, as DNA synthesis becomes cheaper and more readily available, this makes it
increasingly difficult to monitor DNA production and enables the potential for unregulated
genetic material to be synthesised and distributed, posing a threat to public and global health
and security. If the UK and the wider international community do not respond to these evolving
biotechnological advancements, this could have devasting consequences to its citizens.
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Abstract
When technology is introduced to the public, it is up to societal reactions that can cause such
technologies to prosper. People’s reactions to technology are an important resource for
researchers and companies hoping to implement them into everyday life. By looking into how
the public are affected by introducing and implementing technology, one can learn the ethical
and moral, and legal implications it can pose on an average person. This paper focuses on
reactions towards automation, AI development, as well as a current use of emerging
technology, the NHS’ Test and Trace programme.

Introduction
The vast and ever-evolving technology of communication and exploration has had a worldchanging effect, especially in maintaining and developing new opportunities for defence and
security systems to advance. Technology, as one would define in the present, was first
designed by physicist John Atanasoff, and would use binary numbers. From then on, computer
technology would evolve at a rapid pace, and create progressively smarter machines which
would then be used for individual purposes, to counter their inaccurate counterparts, humans.
Emerging technology, while may present opportunities to become a more technologically and
data-accurate use for defence and security, may hold bias and unfavourable odds for the
civilians that these machines are built to protect. This essay will discuss emerging technology
that may be more prevalent in the future and show the social bias these computers hold from
when they are in use.

Robots and automation
As technology advances, cheaper, more capable, and more flexible pieces of tech are
accelerating the growth of fully automated production facilities. In a Philips plant producing
electric razors in the Netherlands, robots outnumber the nine production workers by more than
14 to 1. This wave of automations is said to be driven by the idea of freeing human workers
from dirty, dull, or
dangerous jobs; improve
quality by eliminating
human errors; and cut
manufacturing costs by
replacing expensive
people with increasingly
cheaper machines. And
with over a third of
British workers thinking
about the risk of their job
being automated over
the past year, overall
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societal reactions are that automation is perceived to prose the biggest threat in their personal
finances, and the lack of time to reskill so they can apply for tech roles.
Automation anxiety is not a new, as it occurred during the Great Depression of the 1930s, and
the Great Recession of 2007 -2009, when the labour market deteriorated and concerns of
machines replacing humans became more worrying. In the present, such automation fears have
also collided with the economic uncertainty caused by the pandemic. These concerns are
particularly prevalent among jobs in the legal, insurance, media, and financial institutions. While
there are many that emphasise their worries about having their jobs taken away, to reduce
worries about having robots ‘steal away’ jobs, efforts should be placed in protecting the people,
rather than the jobs.
In this instance, societal reactions are based on how companies may choose to manage
emerging technology being used for automation and deciding on how to deal with employees
whose jobs are in jeopardy of being automated. With ever-evolving technology like robotics,
reducing anxiety, especially in financially tight situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic, is
crucial for the public to positively view automation, instead of fearing it.

Artificial Intelligence
One of the most well-known breakthroughs of technology to bring data analytics is Artificial
Intelligence (AI), which is said to be significant in many fields, due to its ability to enable
machine learning like deep learning, which can then be used to perform predictive analytics.
The potential of AI is said to emerge in many different critical fields such as cyber defence, risk
management, pattern recognition, cyber situation awareness and data correlation to name a
few. A main advantage, one may say, is that by using objective data that AI may retrieve and
neatly showcase, it removes cognitive bias which can obscure real statistics, and produces
results that do not hold any preference or inclination that results may show if a person carried it
out. In theory, AI seems to be the perfect solution. This inclines one to believe that AI can
produce perfectly factual representations of the areas being monitored and managed, however
as one can see by even searching for a modern building on Google Earth, AI is not objective as
it seems. While it may seem harmless in this situation (looking for buildings), when substantial
decisions and policies are made, like sending police controls, AI is not as perfect as it may
seem.
In present day, and more often in the future, many penal systems are beginning to use
modelling from these AI programs to answer questions such as which neighbourhoods/areas
are to be closely under surveillance, or which prisoners get parole. This is due to the common
belief that these models made by computers, are neutral, unlike the opinions of judges or police
forces. A common use is plugging in areas where crime is most common, and the program
outputs a list of areas to patrol; on surface, it seems to be the logical solution. However, the
problem with this method, is that they only output good data if good data is inputted in the first
place. For example, in the U.S.A, policing models are built on the question ‘where do most
crimes occur’ and is used to theoretically stop the biggest and worst crimes from happening.
However, many these crimes being inputted, are ‘nuisance crimes’ which are non-violent crimes
(vagrancy, panhandling, small-time drug use), and such crimes are more prevalent in poorer
areas. Therefore, the map that the program outputs, is just a highlight of these poorer areas.
Mathematician Cathy O’Neil describes in her book ‘Weapons of Math Destruction’:
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“Reading, [Pennsylvania] police chief
William Heim had to figure out how to get
the same or better policing out of a smaller
force. So, in 2013, he invested in crime
prediction software… The program
processed historical crime data and
calculated, hour by hour where crimes were
most likely to occur. If they spent more time
patrolling these squares, there was a good
chance they would discourage crime. And
sure enough, a year later, burglaries were
down by 23%... [But] this creates a
pernicious feedback loop. The policing itself
spawns new data, which justifies more policing [in that area]… in our largely segregated cities,
geography is a highly effective proxy for race… PredPol, even with the best of intentions,
empowers police departments to zero in on the poor, stopping more of them, arresting a portion
of those, and sending a subgroup to prison. And the police chiefs, in many cases… think that
they’re taking the only sensible route to combatting crime. And now they have cutting-edge
technology reinforcing their position there, while adding ‘science’ to the process. The result is
that we criminalise poverty, believing all the while our tools are not only scientific, but fair.”
AI is an extraordinary piece of technology that is currently being used in the present and will
improve in the future. But AI is just a smart algorithm; while it may be able to deep learn in a
method more efficient to its human counterparts, it still lacks the rationality a human does, which
allows us to use the data it collects to create policies that are benefitting the wider public. By
simply relying on pieces of technology, just because it is ‘objective’, it only pushes forward a
more harmful narrative of which are backed up by the data the program has been asked to
search for.

Pandemic
With the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic showing responses of many governments across the
world implementing different policies such as lockdown polices, different technology was used
to create a system in where individuals could track COVID-19 cases around them, and on the
occasion, they find themselves testing positive, they could trace all the places they have been to
allow others to self-isolate to reduce the spread of the virus. The NHS Test and Trace service
was to have a large budget, to avoid a second national lockdown, however failed to deliver its
central promise. This may have to be a result of societal reactions, rather than the program
itself.
Contract tracing was supposed to be a way to allow the government to track outbreaks and the
spread if the virus if needed. Nonetheless, not everyone was pleased about the idea of
revealing personal information like their location, or daily journey to strangers, and some
approached this idea with great scepticism.
With many reports of restaurant staff using data from contact tracing being used to harass
female customers, and numbers of restaurant goers complaining about having their contact
details being seen by other customers, it is easy to see the scepticism individuals have when
thinking about using the online facility. There have also been cases of people receiving scam
track-and-trace text messages, which only further proves why individuals choose not to use this
piece of technology. Part of this problem is the already negative view of highly publicised
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privacy violations (such as the Facebook Cambridge Analytica data scandal), where may
believe that abusing people’s personal information without their permission is a widespread
problem across many industries.
Negative bias towards technology that is supposed to be a tool for control the spread of the bias
just further push along the digital divide, due to misuse causing fear in such people. One may
decide not to use the application, because of the many articles showing harassment after
retrieving personal information from contact tracing. Rejecting a method that the NHS spent a
large budget on gives an idea of how the public may react to technology being used to monitor
a future pandemic (and how the scheme ultimately failed). For contact tracing to work as
efficiently as expected, the public need to trust that the establishments that hold their data, will
look after it correctly. It is all dependent on how the people the scheme was built for if they will
use or ignore a future upgrade towards contact tracing.

Conclusion
Societal reactions towards emerging technology are crucial, as to implement such ideas, the
people it is supposed to be benefitting must be on the same page. Automation, AI and
government applications like Test and Trace are just examples of many instances of emerging
technologies, and the future will only develop more with the rapid evolution of technology the
present day lives in. It is important to educate oneself about such technologies, as it reduces
fear due to misinformation. On the other hand, it is equally as important for governments to
reduce understandable fear and anxiety towards new technology, as only then can technology
properly thrive.
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